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Abstract
This thesis work explores the use of equalization techniques to improve throughput and
reduce power consumption of on-chip interconnect. A theoretical model for an equalized
on-chip interconnect is ﬁrst suggested to provide mathematical formulation for the link behavior. Based on the model, a fast-design space exploration methodology is demonstrated
to search for the optimal link design parameters (wire and circuit) and to generate the
optimal performance-power trade-oﬀ curve for the equalized interconnects. This thesis also
proposes new circuit techniques, which improve the revealed demerits of the conventional circuit topologies. The proposed charge-injection transmitter directly conducts pre-emphasis
current from the supply into the channel, eliminating the power overhead of analog current subtraction in the conventional transmit pre-emphasis, while signiﬁcantly relaxing the
driver coeﬃcient accuracy requirements. The transmitter utilizes a power eﬃcient nonlinear driver by compensating non-linearity with pre-distorted equalization coeﬃcients. A
trans-impedance ampliﬁer at the receiver achieves low static power consumption, large
signal amplitude, and high bandwidth by mitigating limitations of purely-resistive termination. A test chip is fabricated in 90-nm bulk CMOS technology and tested over a 10 mm,
2μm pitched on-chip diﬀerential wire. The transceiver consumes 0.37-0.63 pJ/b with 2-6
Gb/s/ch.
Thesis Supervisor: Vladimir M. Stojanović
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Application and Problem Overview

As the number of cores in processor chips increases under tight power and area constraints,
networks-on-a-chip (NoCs) [2–6] are increasingly used to provide eﬃcient all-to-all connectivity between on-chip modules. With increased focus on energy-eﬃciency and bandwidth
density, NoC architectures are changing from traditional simple low-radix, high-diameter
mesh networks (Figure 1-1 (a)), toward increased concentration, lower diameter, and higherradix NoCs (Figure 1-1 (b), (c), and (d)) [7–10]. To ease programming and keep the
bandwidth and latency relatively uniform under diﬀerent traﬃc, higher-radix NoCs like a
ﬂattened butterﬂy (Figure 1-1 (c)) or a Clos (Figure 1-1 (d)) are preferred [1, 8, 11]. Both
trends create the need for energy-and-area-eﬃcient, fast, mid-range and global on-chip interconnects. Figure 1-2 shows example layouts of two NoC topologies: a concentrated
mesh and a ﬂattened butterﬂy with various interconnects assuming 2cm x 2cm processor
die size. To construct the topologies, 5-mm, 10-mm, and 15-mm long interconnects must
connect routers under power and metal area constraints. However, the power ineﬃciency
and latency constraints of the traditional repeater insertion techniques [1, 12, 13] limit the
application of these to less advanced NoC architectures.
To overcome these interconnect limitations, several signaling techniques have been explored in the past, mostly focusing on latency limits - RF interconnects [14,15], a negativeimpedance repeater [16], and a pulse-width modulated interconnect [17–19]. Only recently,
equalization at the transmitter and receiver over RC-limited wires [15,20–25] has been proposed as a way to improve not only the latency but also the energy and area (throughput)
9

Figure 1-1: Logical view of 64-tile network topologies - (a) 2D 8x8 mesh, (b) concentrated
mesh (Cmesh) with 4x concentration (c) a variation of 8-ary 2-ﬂy ﬂattened butterﬂy (ﬂatFly) (d) 8-ary 3-stage Clos network with eight middle routers. In all four ﬁgures: squares
= tiles, dots = routers. In (a), (b), and (c) inter-dot lines: two opposite direction channels.
In (d) inter-dot lines: unidirectional channels [1].

eﬃciency, which are the key system metrics in the NoC context.
An equalizing transmitter ﬂattens the overall link transfer function by suppressing the
low frequency portion of the wire channel response. This eliminates the inter symbol interference (ISI), allowing faster data transfer at reduced power consumption, since the
10

10mm
5mm

5mm

15mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-2: Global interconnects in modern NoC topologies: (a) concentrated mesh (b)
ﬂattened butterﬂy

suppression of low frequencies of the signal eﬀectively decreases the voltage swing along the
channel.

Although the beneﬁts of equalization have been well recognized in oﬀ-chip applications,
the impact on on-chip interconnects is debatable without a deeper study of the on-chip
equalization environment since the answer is highly dependent on the additional power and
area overhead of equalization circuits when the link is reasonably well optimized. Previous
studies [18, 19] could not fully demonstrate the advantages of equalization over repeater
insertion because the circuit techniques were not energy-eﬃcient, and the wire-circuit simulation was not fully utilized to optimize the link. This is in part due to the lack of a proper
modeling and analysis framework for an on-chip equalization and in part due to the lack
of eﬃcient equalization circuit techniques. This thesis work overcomes both limitations by
ﬁrst providing metrics for modeling and analysis and also improving circuit design based on
this exploration. The modeling, analysis, and the circuit techniques described in this thesis
can be applied to various other RC-dominant interconnect applications such as a silicon
carrier and a display backplane.
11

1.2

Introduction to Equalization

In this section, we give a brief overview of link equalization in order to set the background
knowledge for the rest of the thesis.

di

m

d̂ i

m-1

0

ˎ

2

ˎ

1
1

n-1

n

Figure 1-3: Typical Equalization Architecture
Figure 1-3 shows a block diagram of a typical high speed link system with an N-tap
Feed Forward Equalization (FFE) transmitter (Tx) and a M-tap Decision Feedback Equalization (DFE) receiver (Rx) over a bandlimited channel. Figure 1-4 shows example pulse
responses of equalized and unequalized channels. The channel typically has strong lowpass ﬁltering (LPF) behavior, and therefore, the response of the unequalized square pulse
(dashed-blue curve in Figure 1-4) creates inter-symbol interference (ISI) (solid-blue in Figure 1-4) that limits achievable data rate. To eliminate ISI, the Tx FFE is typically designed
as a mixed-signal ﬁnite impulse response (FIR) ﬁlter which inverts the LPF characteristic
of the channel [26]. The example transmitted 3-tap equalized pulse (dashed-red curve in
Figure 1-4) eﬃciently eliminates ISI (solid-red curve in Figure 1-4). At Rx, a DFE is often
used to further eliminate ISI after FFE. The solid-red waveform in Figure 1-4 has one post
cursor remaining after FFE. In a typical RC-dominant wire, the remaining DFE tap can be
eﬃciently eliminated by the 1-tap DFE architecture of Figure 1-3.
To easily explain energy eﬃciencies of two diﬀerent interconnects - a repeated intercon12

0.6

main tap

Voltage (V)

0.5
DFE tap

0.4
0.3
0.2

unequalized

0.1
0

equalized

-0.1
-0.2
0

0.2

0.4
Time (ns)

0.6

0.8

Figure 1-4: An example of equalized and unequalized pulse response
nect and an equalized interconnect - Figure 1-5 conceptually visualizes the voltage swing
of two interconnects along the wire distance from the transmitter. As shown in Figure 1-5
(a), the voltage level of the repeater is either Vdd or Gnd along the wire since the inserted
repeater is designed to completely pull up or down the repeater segment voltages. Therefore, per each bit transition, the voltage swing is always Vdd , and thus the energy per rising
2 where C is the wire’s total capacitance. In an equalized
transition is proportional to CVdd

interconnect, the voltage swing is eﬀectively reduced due to the channel attenuation. As
shown in Figure 1-5 (b), the signal amplitude is large at the transmitter side and small at
the receiver side due to the channel attenuation. As a result, the power consumption to
drive the wire can be reduced.

1.3

Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation include mainly two parts. The ﬁrst is the analysis and
modeling of the equalized on-chip interconnect. The second part is a new equalization circuit
13

Vdd

distance

(a)
voltage
swing

channel attenuation

distance

(b)
Figure 1-5: Conceptual voltage swing comparison: (a) a repeated interconnect and (b) an
equalized interconnect.
technique that signiﬁcantly improves performance-cost eﬃciency. The proposed circuits also
have the potential to be used eﬀectively in a wide range of applications (from oﬀ-chip links
to new emerging silicon carrier technologies or ﬂat panel displays)

1.3.1

Analysis and Modeling

This dissertation deﬁnes interconnect metrics and provides the ﬁrst complete performance
and power model of equalized on-chip links. Most previous models used for on-chip links are
many stage RC-ladders or π-models which are not suitable to guide the designer in making
14

decision about equalized link circuits and wires. This thesis will provide mathematical tools
for on-chip equalized interconnect modelings which couple circuit and wire modelings and
are intuitive and accurate enough to guide a designer in on-chip link design exploration. This
thesis also demonstrates that a computer-aided-design (CAD) tool based on the analytical
model with simpliﬁed/linearized wire and circuit parameters as well as link parameters
can ﬁnd optimal link design parameters in a large design space within relatively short time.
This tool has also been eﬀectively used to provide equalized link metrics for the event-driven
network-level traﬃc simulator in order to estimate the NoCs performance-power trade-oﬀ.

1.3.2

Circuit Design

This dissertation also demonstrates a new architecture and circuit implementation of a
high-data rate and energy-eﬃcient equalized transceiver for RC-limited on-chip interconnects. The new charge-injection transmitter directly conducts pre-emphasis current from
the supply into the channel, eliminating the power overhead of analog current subtraction in conventional transmit pre-emphasis, while signiﬁcantly relaxing the driver coeﬃcient accuracy requirements. The transmitter utilizes a power eﬃcient non-linear driver by
compensating non-linearity with pre-distorted equalization coeﬃcients. A trans-impedance
ampliﬁer at the receiver achieves low static power consumption, large signal amplitude, and
high bandwidth by mitigating limitations of purely-resistive termination. A test chip is
fabricated in 90-nm bulk CMOS technology and tested over a 10-mm, 2-μm pitched on-chip
diﬀerential wire. The transceiver consumes 0.37-0.63 pJ/b with 2-6 Gb/s/ch.

1.4

Thesis Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the modeling and analysis of the on-chip link interconnect. This
chapter explains the link channel, including a physical view and the model of the wire as
well as the termination impedances of the transmitter and receiver. It, then, compares different driver types in terms of power consumption and sensitivity. During the comparative
analysis, it also suggests and explains the proposed Charge Injection Feed Forward Equalizing (CI FFE) driver architecture. Using the channel’s transfer function and the driver
model, the analytical equalization solution is explained. In the last section of this chapter,
15

a CAD tool using this model is demonstrated.
Chapter 3 describes a test chip implementation and measurement. The concept proposed
in Chapter 2 is implemented in 90-nm CMOS technology. The test chip focuses both on
the proof of the concept design for the two new circuit techniques: Charge-Injection Feed
Forward Equalization (CI FFE) transmitter and Transimpedance Ampliﬁer receiver as well
as on a link vehicle that explores the trade-oﬀ between link-energy and throughput as well
as the static and dynamic power components.
In Section 3.2 and 3.3, the CI FFE transmitter and TIA receiver are explained. In Section 3.5 of this chapter, the experimental results illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
schemes as well as the trade-oﬀ between energy and throughput.
Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes this dissertation work and concludes with future work
and projections of equalization on an RC-dominant channel.

16

Chapter 2

Modeling and Analysis
The performance/power model of an equalized interconnect described in this thesis guides
a designer towards a proper design parameter selection and enables CAD tool development
to support the hierarchical NoC design by passing the network-relevant link metrics to the
network design layer.
The design of an equalized interconnect is complicated since an equalized link includes
many diﬀerent design layers, such as a wire engineering layer, a circuit layer, and a link
communication layer. Figure 2-1 shows a simpliﬁed model connection diagram for this
thesis work. The bottom layer models - circuit and wire models - are combined together to
estimate the equalized link performance and power. The estimated trade-oﬀ number can
be then used for an NoC layer later. As can be seen in Figure 2-1, too many design layers
and options could confuse a designer or require a lot of eﬀort in the iterative optimization
process. The wide range of parameters, such as driver size, supply and signal voltages,
wire width and space, equalization coeﬃcients, and sampling time complicate the design
choice. Due to the absence of a proper model, early equalized on-chip interconnects were
not appropriately optimized and suﬀered from performance degradation [18, 19]. Often
research papers would have diﬀerent conclusions regarding termination strategies [19, 22]
due to lack of a clear picture of the link behavior and a simulation method for trade-oﬀs
between performance and power eﬃciency.
For the ﬁrst time, this thesis work develops a modeling framework that explores link
power and performance, connecting all the way down to the wire and circuit parameters.
This comes from the model combining design parameters and power/performance of the
17
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Figure 2-1: A simpliﬁed model connectivity diagram for an equalized link analysis tool.
link. The proposed model is based on the joint mathematical analysis of the wire, circuit,
and equalization. Using the model, a fast design space exploration CAD tool that computes
the link performance and power demonstrates usefulness of the equalized links in on-chip
interconnect and NoC applications.

2.1

On-chip Interconnect Metrics

One of the unique features of an on-chip interconnect is the large demand for wiring in small
metal area. According to Rent’s rule, the number of wires out of a block is proportional to
the number of logic gates inside the block to the power of a constant less than 1 [27, 28].
Therefore, as scaling continues, demand for high interconnect density will keep increasing
and thus the RC-dominant nature of the on-chip interconnects will be the characteristics of
18

the future wires.
Unlike an oﬀ-chip wire, the on-chip interconnect has large channel attenuation for a
short distance because the wire is thin and narrow. Increasing wire width may reduce
resistance and increase inductance helping the channel loss. However, it also reduces the
available number of wires and thus the aggregated data rate for a given cross-sectional metal
area.
In metal-area- and power-constrained NoC design, we want to maximize the aggregated
data rate (Da) of an interconnect bundle through a given cross-sectional metal width (wc )
while satisfying the target latency (Td ) and a given interconnect power constraint. This
problem is equivalent to maximizing data rate density (Dd ) deﬁned as data rate divided by
cross-sectional pitch of each interconnect, while keeping the target latency and power constraints. In consideration of power consumption, regardless of the number of interconnects
placed in the NoC, the fair comparison of the energy cost is the amount of energy to send
one bit (Eb ). Therefore, the optimization problem of an interconnect bundle is equivalent
to the optimization problem for the following key metrics for each interconnect:
data rate density: Dd (Gb/s/μm) =

Da (Gb/s)
wc (μm)

Latency: Td (ps)
Energy/bit: Eb (pJ/b).

2.2

Channel

Regardless to say, the channel is the most essential part of the high-speed wireline communication. Since equalization attempts to ﬂatten the overall link transfer function, a good
link cannot be designed without a proper modeling and analysis of the channel behavior.
This section presents the analytical channel model for on-chip interconnect.

2.2.1

Overview of an RC-dominant Equalized Link Channel

Figure 2-2 describes the parameters and design-space of an equalized on-chip link channel
consisting of the transmitter, wire, and receiver. Not only the wire, but also termination
impedances aﬀect the channel’s transfer function. Therefore, the channel model must include transmitter and receiver circuits too, especially the termination impedances. A typical
19
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Figure 2-2: Overview of an RC-dominant Equalized Link Channel
transmitter consists of segments which are sized proportional to the FFE coeﬃcients. The
summation function of the FFE in Figure 1-3 is usually done through current summation or
voltage division by tying up the segments. Typically, the output impedance of the transmitter is designed to be constant, and the transmitter can be modeled as a Thevenin/Norton
source with FFE output value and a constant impedance as shown in Figure 2-4 in Subsection 2.2.3. At the receiver, the receiver input impedance works as the channel termination
impedance. Therefore, a proper design of the receiver can improve the overall link performance. In the later part of this section, the transceiver and wire are modeled together to
describe the transfer function of the channel.

2.2.2

Physical Model of On-chip Wires

The on-chip wires are modeled as lossy multi-port transmission lines with a standard
stripline bus model sandwiched between two DC planes as shown in Figure 2-3. The top and
bottom layers are typically ﬁlled with other signaling or supply wires but usually modeled
as ground planes for simplicity [18]. In the ﬁnal test chip design in Chapter 3, top M7 and
bottom M9 layers are ﬁlled with supply grids and dummy metal pieces, respectively. The
width and space are chosen 0.6μm and 0.4μm respectively in the ﬁnal implementation in
Chapter 3.
We choose narrow wire pitch for high wire density in contrast to the previous designs
with wide interconnects [14–16,19]. [14,15] used 42μm and 12μm pitched transmission lines
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Figure 2-3: A 2D structural model of a wire

to reduce the channel loss of Radio Frequency (RF) carrier. [16, 19] used 32μm and 24μm
pitched transmission line for loss compensation and easy equalization. However, these wide
wire pitches signiﬁcantly reduce the data rate density or the aggregated throughput over
given metal area. [18, 22] used 1.6μm and 1.76μm pitched RC-dominant wires to achieve
high data rate density. The wire used in the test chip described in this thesis has 2μm pitch
which is comparable to the pitches in [18, 22].
Since we assume the uniform cross-section 2D structure, we use a 2D ﬁeld solver to get
RLGC matrices for multi-port lossy transmission line models. The RLGC matrices are
parameterized by wire width and space but not by wire length. The matrices depend only
on the process and the metal layer for given parameters. The S-parameters of wire length
of l can be derived from RLGC matrices using the telegrapher’s equation. Because of the
skin eﬀect, the R matrix is the linear addition of the static resistance matrix Ro and the
skin eﬀect matrix Rsk as shown in Equation (2.1). However, the skin eﬀect is minor in
typically-sized on-chip wires since the wire width and height are smaller than twice the skin
depth.

R(f ) = Ro +



f (1 + j)Rsk

(2.1)

By assuming that the crosstalk from the nearest neighbor is the most dominant, the
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model reduces the extracted m-by-m RLGC matrices of an m-port bus to 2-by-2 RLGC
matrices of two neighbor ports by selecting the corresponding 2-by-2 block, which has the
diagonal terms (RLGC constants for through transfer function, written as ro , lo , go , and
co ) and the ﬁrst oﬀ-diagonal terms (the crosstalk terms from the ﬁrst neighbor, written as
rc , lc , gc , and cc ). By ignoring the skin eﬀect terms, the 2x2 RLGC matrices are symmetric
and can be expressed as follows.
⎤

⎡
R=⎣

ro rc

⎦

(2.2)

rc ro
⎤

⎡
L=⎣

lo lc

⎦

(2.3)

lc lo
⎤

⎡
G=⎣

go gc

⎦

(2.4)

gc go
⎤

⎡
C=⎣

co cc

⎦

(2.5)

cc co
For typical dense on-chip wires in the RC-regime, the L and G matrices can be ignored
and the cross-resistance term rc can also be ignored.

2.2.3

Channel’s Transfer Function

Combining the driver’s Thevenin equivalent model, the wire’s RLGC transmission line
model, and the receiver’s input impedance model in Figure 2-2, Figure 2-4 shows the linear
schematic model to derive the closed form formula for the channel frequency response of
the interconnect with length l.
In Figure 2-4, CL represents the receiver input capacitance, while Rs , Cs , Vo1 , and
Vo2 represent the Thevenin equivalent model for two driver circuits to derive the through
and crosstalk transfer functions. Typically, the driver’s impedance RS is an important
parameter impacting the power consumption and transfer function while the driver’s parasitic capacitance Cs can be neglected since the wire’s capacitance dominates Cs . V1 (z, ω),
V2 (z, ω), I1 (z, ω), and I2 (z, ω) are the traveling wave voltages and currents of interconnect
1 and interconnect 2 along the wire at distance z from the driver. For compactness, the
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voltage and current variables are combined into vector forms as shown in Equations (2.6,
2.7, 2.8).
⎤

⎡
V1 (z, ω)

V (z, ω) = ⎣

⎦

(2.6)

V2 (z, ω)
⎤

⎡
I(z, ω) = ⎣

I1 (z, ω)

⎦

(2.7)

I2 (z, ω)
⎡
Vo (ω) = ⎣

⎤
Vo1 (ω)

⎦

(2.8)

Vo2 (ω)
To arrive at the transfer function, a set of 2x2 telegrapher’s equations (Equation (2.9,
2.10, 2.11)) are solved.
⎡
−

⎡

⎤⎡

⎤

0
R + jωL
V (z, ω)
∂ ⎣ V (z, ω) ⎦ ⎣
⎦⎣
⎦
=
∂z
I(z, ω)
G + jωC
0
I(z, ω)

(2.10)

I(l, ω) = jωCL V (l, ω)

(2.11)

Rs

V1(0)
Cs
V2(0)

+-

I1(0)
I2(0)

I1(d) V1(d)
I2(d) V2(d)
CL

Rs

+-

(2.9)

Vo (ω) = V (0, ω) + Rs (I(0, ω) + jωCs V (0, ω))

Vo1
Vo2

⎤

Cs

CL

Transmitter

Receiver

Figure 2-4: Schematics used to derive the channel’s transfer function.
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Equations (2.10, 2.11) are the boundary equations deﬁned by the transmitter and receiver. Note that by replacing Rs , Cs , and CL in Equation (2.10, 2.11) with the desired
impedances, equations for other terminal impedances can be easily derived.
The solution of the telegrapher’s equation is presented in Equations (2.12-2.17)

T (ω) ≈ Tcom (ω) + Tdif f (ω)

(2.12)

Tc (ω) ≈ Tcom (ω) − Tdif f (ω)

(2.13)

e−l

√

(zo +zc )(yo +yc )



Tcom (ω) = 

yo +yc
c
+
1
1
+
R
jωCL yzoo +z
s
+yc
zo +zc + jωCs
e−l

√

(zo −zc )(yo −yc )



Tdif f (ω) = 

yo −yc
c
+
1
1
+
R
jωCL yzoo −z
s
−yc
zo −zc + jωCs

(2.15)

⎤

⎡
Z=⎣

(2.14)

zo zc

⎦ = R + jωL

(2.16)

zc zo
⎤

⎡
Y =⎣

yo yc

⎦ = G + jωC

(2.17)

yc yo
where T (ω) and Tc (ω) are the through and crosstalk transfer functions of the channel.
Figure 2-5 shows that the equation-based transfer functions and the SPICE simulations
with a W-element transmission line wire model match very well.
Equations (2.12-2.17) are very accurate, but their forms do not provide intuition for
the designer. Since the through transfer function is the most interesting one, by ignoring
insigniﬁcant L and G matrices of RLGC matrices and the coupling terms rc and cc of R
and C, we simplify it into Equation (2.18).
√

T (ω) = 

ro
jωCL jωc
o

2e−l jωro co


jωco
+ 1 1 + Rs
ro + jωCs

(2.18)

Equation (2.18) tells us that the overall transfer function has exponential dependencies
on wire length and operating frequency. This exponential term shapes the pulse response
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Figure 2-5: Comparison of the transfer functions from the closed form solution and the
SPICE simulation [23].

of the channel in such a way that the channel can be equalized with a small number of FFE
taps.

2.2.4

Impact of Termination Impedance

Unlike in oﬀ-chip transmission lines, the RC-dominant channel characteristics and the low
power constraint of on-chip interconnects require diﬀerent circuit designs and signaling
strategies than the ones used for typical oﬀ-chip RLC transmission lines.
In RC-dominant channels, 50-Ohm impedance matching is neither necessary nor eﬃcient
for two reasons: 1) The characteristic impedance of the wire is not 50 Ohm but can actually
be co-designed with circuits to maximize relevant system-level metrics [23,24]; 2) The large
channel loss suppresses the reﬂected wave by impedance mismatch [18, 23–25, 29].
Figure 2-6 shows the small-signal circuit diagrams of interconnects in voltage and current
driving modes with source impedance Rs and receiver’s termination impedance RL . The
wire is represented with wire length l, resistance and capacitance per unit length: Ro and
Co . Unlike an ideal transmission line, the wire’s characteristic impedance Zc is a frequency
dependent complex number, and results in the diﬀerence between voltage mode and current
mode. By assuming RC-dominant operation (Ro > jωLo , jωCo > Go ), Zc (ω) can be
approximated as shown in Equation (2.19).
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Figure 2-6: Small signal circuit diagram of interconnect in voltage and current drive/receive.

Zc (ω) =

Ro + jωLo
=
Go + jωCo

Ro
jωCo

(2.19)

Figures 2-7 (a) and (b) present SPICE simulations of the channel’s characteristic admittance which is deﬁned as Yc (ω) = 1/Zc (ω). Yc (ω) can be approximated as shown in
Equation (2.20) from Equation (2.19). The simulation setup is for a 10-mm diﬀerential
signaling wire with 0.4μm width and 0.6μm spacing in 90-nm technology. The wires run in
M8 layer over M7 and under M9 ground planes.
ωCo jπ
e4
Ro

Yc (ω) =

(2.20)

The square-root dependency in Figure 2.24 (a) and approximate 45 degree phase in
Figure 2.24 (b) verify the Equations (2.19) and (2.20). In an RC-dominant channel, the
impedance observed by the driver is approximately Zc(ω), and does not depend on RL due
to large channel loss.
√

2e−l jωRo Co
Vr (ω)

=
Tvv (ω) =
Zc (ω)
Vs (ω)
s
1 + ZR
RL + 1
c (ω)

(2.21)

√

2e−l jωRo Co
Ir (ω)

=
Tvi (ω) =
Vs (ω)
(Zc (ω) + RL ) 1 +

Rs
Zc (ω)

(2.22)

√

2e−l jωRo Co
Vr (ω)

=
Tiv (ω) =
Zc (ω)
1
Is (ω)
+1
+
RL
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Rs

1
Zc (ω)

(2.23)
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Figure 2-7: RC-dominant channel simulations: (a) magnitude of characteristic admittance;
(b) phase of characteristic admittance; (c) normalized response to a 250ps square pulse and
sequence sampled at 4GS/s; (d) channel’s transfer function in current driving and receiving
mode.

√

2e−l jωRo Co
Ir (ω)

=
Tii (ω) =
Is (ω)
(Zc (ω) + RL ) R1s +

1
Zc (ω)

(2.24)

Equations (2.21, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24) describe the approximate the through transfer functions of four combinations of voltage/current driven and voltage/current receiving interconnects. The formulas are derived by solving telegrapher’s equation and simpliﬁed by ignoring
the coupling terms by side-wall capacitance between neighboring wires [23, 24] as described
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in Subsection 2.2.3. These formulas ignore the crosstalk just to intuitively describe the
through transfer function for designers. For CAD purposes, the original forms in Equation (2.12) and (2.13) are preferred for accuracy. Although simpliﬁcation results in minor
quantitative error, the equations capture the qualitative behavior of an on-chip wire for
designers. Note that all transfer functions would be identical with proper voltage-current
transformation if Zc (ω), Rs , and RL were all equal (i.e. matched) as in a lossless transmission line. However, for RC-dominant on-chip wires, the selections of voltage/curent mode
and the termination impedances do aﬀect the transfer function unlike oﬀ-chip equalized
links.
However, regardless of mode selection, all transfer functions have strong exponential
dependency on the channel length and the square-root of frequency resulting in a timeresponse close to an exponential form, which is a pre-requisite for small tap count FFE
implementation.
Figure 2-7 (c) presents a simulated channel response to a 250 ps wide square pulse
assuming 4 Gb/s binary pulse-amplitude modulation in current driving and current sensing
mode. The wire is the same wire simulated in Figures 2-7 (a) and (b) and used for the test
chip in Chapter 3. The response is normalized and sampled at 4 GSample/s. The pulse
width is about 50 samples, and the response peak height is only 5% of the magnitude of the
transmitted square pulse. Figure 2-7 (d) shows a simulated current-drive-current-receive
transfer function of the wire. The channel losses are 40 dB and 46 dB at 2 GHz and 3 GHz,
respectively, which are diﬃcult to equalize in general due to noise, speed, and mismatchlimited receiver precision (e.g. typical equalizable channel losses in oﬀ-chip links are up to
30 dB). As we mentioned previously, in spite of the large loss, the channel can be equalized
with a small number of FFE-taps because the sampled sequence ﬁts well in an exponential
form [23, 24] as illustrated in Equations (2.21, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24).
Since the overall link performance and power consumption strongly depend on the channel transfer functions and impedances, the equations in this section provide the key guidelines in RC-dominant link design.

Transmitter Impedance
In traditional oﬀ-chip interconnect applications, the diﬀerence between transfer functions of
voltage and current driving interconnects is small when impedances are matched. However,
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in an on-chip application with possibly mismatched impedances, the transfer functions of
the two driving modes can be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. From Equations (2.21, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24),
unique factors of the transfer functions of voltage- and current- driving interconnects are
expressed in Equations (2.25) and (2.26).

Tvi (ω), Tvv (ω) ∝

Tiv (ω), Tii (ω) ∝

1
1+

1
Rs

(2.25)

Rs
Zc (ω)

1
+ Zc1(ω)

(2.26)

These two expressions are in an identical form except for a multiplicative factor Rs since
voltage driver and current driver can be transformed to each other by Norton- and Theveninequivalent forms. However, the diﬀerent Rs values in practical current and voltage drivers
result in diﬀerent transfer functions since Rs is typically small in voltage mode and large in
current mode. Equations (2.27) and (2.28) show the extreme cases when Rs = 0 in voltage
mode and Rs = ∞ in current mode.

Tvv (ω), Tvi (ω) ∝ 1

(2.27)

Tiv (ω), Tii (ω) ∝ Zc (ω)

(2.28)

As shown in Equation 2.19, Zc (ω) is a low pass ﬁlter-type load, and thus current mode
driving has poorer spectrum than voltage mode driving by a factor of

√1
jω

which is charac-

teristic of low-pass ﬁlters. This can be understood simply as the loading eﬀect of the wire on
the driver. If a current source Is (ω) drives the wire then the node voltage of the transmitter
side wire becomes Vtx (ω) = Zc (ω)Is (ω). This is identical to driving the wire with voltage
source Vtx (ω). Therefore, if an ideal current source and voltage source drive the channel
with same spectrum shape, then the current driver experiences additional attenuation of
√1 .
jω

Therefore, in comparison of these two diﬀerent mode drivers, the diﬀerence of the

transfer functions must be considered. The later Section 2.3 discusses this topic in detail.
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Figure 2-8: Various metrics versus receiver’s termination impedance. Square markers represent resistive termination for the same bandwidth of TIA. Circle markers represent TIA
termination.
Receiver Impedance
The receiver’s input impedance signiﬁcantly aﬀects the channel’s characteristics of the RCdominant wires [30,31]. Figure 2-8 shows various metrics versus the termination impedance
RL in Figure 2-6 while keeping the common mode voltage of the transmitter as half the
supply to guarantee enough voltage swing at the transmitter. The circle markers present
the channel characteristics of the TIA terminated receiver of the test chip in Chapter 3
while the square markers present the channel characteristics of the resistive termination for
the same bandwidth. The wire dimensions are as expressed for Figure 2-7 in Subsection
2.2.4.
As discussed earlier, the impedance aﬀects the overall transfer function in an RC dominated channel. From Equations (2.21, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24), the diﬀerence between voltage and
current receiving modes can be expressed as in Equation (2.29) and (2.30).
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Tvv (ω), Tiv (ω) ∝

RL
Zc (ω) + RL

(2.29)

Tvi (ω), Tii (ω) ∝

1
Zc (ω) + RL

(2.30)

Both voltage mode and current mode have the same bandwidth for a given resistance
since the denominator is the same while the amplitude shows a diﬀerent trend due to the
numerator term RL .
In voltage mode, the receiver is usually terminated with a large resistor to achieve large
amplitude and small static current. As RL increases, the received signal voltage amplitude
V at 2GHz (AC) increases as expected in Equation (2.29) but saturates as RL becomes
dominant. At the same time, the DC static current keeps the driver’s common mode
voltage at half the supply, decreasing the static power. However, the 3dB bandwidth of the
channel also decreases, requiring increased equalization eﬀort as RL increases.
The trade-oﬀ between bandwidth and the signal amplitude is diﬀerent in current mode.
By terminating the receiver with small resistance, the received signal current I at 2GHz
(AC) as well as the 3dB bandwidth increase as shown in Figure 2-8 and as expected from
Equation (2.30). However, the cost of smaller input impedance is a larger DC static current.
Therefore, a designer can buy bandwidth and amplitude by trading oﬀ dynamic for static
power.
This thesis work proposes using a trans-impedance ampliﬁer (TIA) at the receiver frontend to eliminate this fundamental trade-oﬀ between voltage mode and current mode signaling by separating the relation between the small signal input impedance and the TIA’s
gain resistance which determines the static bias current. A TIA in Figure 2-9 provides a
small-signal input resistance (about 860Ohm) to the channel but requires 2x smaller static
current (160μA) than the one (310μA) required by a pure 860Ohm termination for the same
bandwidth (54MHz). After current-to-voltage conversion by the TIA, the converted voltage
amplitude Vtia is about 3x higher than the received voltage with pure 860Ohm termination.
Therefore, the TIA can achieve 3x higher signal amplitude with 2x smaller static power for
the same bandwidth compared to the pure resistive termination. With a larger amplitude,
the transmitter’s driving amplitude can be smaller for the same eye opening at the receiver
saving dynamic power. This beneﬁt scales larger as the TIA’s input impedance decreases
and gain resistance becomes larger.
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Figure 2-9: Trans-impedance ampliﬁer receiver.

2.3

Drivers

In RC-dominated on-chip links, the transmitter typically consumes most of the link power
producing an equalized signal and driving a large wire capacitance. To improve energyeﬃciency, this thesis work introduces a CI FFE transmitter that in principle consumes
2x less power than the conventional analog-summing FFE. The CI FFE also signiﬁcantly
relaxes the coeﬃcient accuracy requirement, allowing operation at high channel losses with
relatively inexpensive low-resolution hardware. In this section, we review the typical driver
types and compare them to the proposed CI FFE.
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2.3.1

Conventional Drivers: Voltage Diving Driver, Current Mode Logic,
and Current Switching Driver

Voltage dividing (VD) drivers [32–35] (also known as a Low Common Mode (LCM) [33] or
Source Series Termination (SST) [35] driver depending on the implementation) are widely
used in low-power applications because they are more power eﬃcient than current mode
logic (CML) drivers [33].
A VD driver uses a programmable resistor network to generate FFE output voltages while providing a constant output impedance. Figure 2-10 shows the operation of
a two-tap VD driver and its Thevenin equivalent circuit with an FFE coeﬃcient vector
[(0.5 + αv ) − (0.5 − αv )], for ‘11’ and ‘10’ data pattern D0 D−1 . Each driver segment has
matched pull-up and pull-down resistance values

R
0.5+αv

and

R
0.5−αv .

Since the pull-up and

pull-down pairs are driven by the complementary signals, the impedance attached at each
R
R
// 0.5−α
while the voltage is programmed. This can
output terminal is always R= 0.5+α
v
v

be easily mapped to a Thevenin equivalent voltage source model with a constant Thevenin
impedance and a controlled voltage source as shown in Figure 2-10. For example, in Figure
2-10 (a), the Thevenin impedance is R, and the Thevenin voltages of the positive and the
negative terminals are (0.5 + αv )Vdd and (0.5 − αv )Vdd . In Figure 2-10 (b), the Thevenin
impedance is R, and the Thevenin voltages of the two diﬀerential terminals are Vdd and 0.
As a result, this driver can be modeled as the controlled voltage source whose voltage value
is an FFE summation output modeled in Figure 1-3 with Thevenin impedance R.
A CML driver uses current switches to generate diﬀerential FFE pull-down currents
which determine the Thevenin-equivalent voltages through resistors attached to a supply.
Figure 2-11 shows the operation of a two-tap CML driver and its Thevenin equivalent
circuit with an FFE coeﬃcient vector [(0.5 + αv ) − (0.5 − αv )] for ‘11’ and ‘10’ data pattern
D0 D−1 . The two tail current values (0.5 + αv )Vdd /R and (0.5 − αv )Vdd /R are mixed by
data driven current switches generating the Norton-equivalent currents, and this can be
easily mapped to a Thevenin equivalent voltage source model with a constant Thevenin
impedance and a controlled voltage source as shown in Figure 2-11. Note that the tail
current values (0.5 + αv )Vdd /R and (0.5 − αv )Vdd /R chosen in this ﬁgure provide the same
Thevenin equivalent circuit in Figure 2-10. Since the Thevenin models are the same in
Figure 2-10 and 2-11, these two drivers are identical in terms of signaling and equalization
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Figure 2-10: A 2-tap voltage dividing (VD) driver and its Thevenin equivalent circuit (a)
VD when D0 D−1 =‘11’ (b) VD when D0 D−1 =‘10.’
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Figure 2-11: A 2-tap current mode logic (CML) driver and its Thevenin equivalent circuit
(a) CML when D0 D−1 =‘11’ (b) CML when D0 D−1 =‘10.’
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Figure 2-12: A current switch (CS) driver and its Norton equivalent circuit (a) CS when
D0 D−1 =‘11’ (b) CS when D0 D−1 =‘10.’
Figure 2-12 shows a CS driver for the same function as in Figure 2-10 with an equaliza36

tion coeﬃcient vector [(0.5 + αc ) − (0.5 − αc )]. A CS driver sums currents to conduct the
summation function of the FFE in Figure 1-3 while a VD driver does it by voltage division.
Note that the variable for the equalization coeﬃcients αc for the CS driver is smaller than
the variable αv for the VD driver because of the termination impedance diﬀerence. The
CS driver is modeled as a current mode driver since its output impedance is large while
the VD driver is modeled as a voltage mode driver since its output impedance is small.
As discussed in Subsection 2.2.4, the current mode transfer function is more lossy than the
voltage mode transfer function. To compensate this, the FFE coeﬃcients of the CS driver
must form a stronger high-pass ﬁlter than the VD driver FFE. As a result, in the 2-tap
FFE, αc is smaller than αv .

2.3.2

Charge Injection Driver

This subsection introduces the basic concept of the Charge Injection (CI) FFE driver. As
will be explained in Subsection 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, the CI FFE driver improves the power
eﬃciency and eye sensitivity compared to the conventional VD, CML, and CS FFE drivers.
Figure 2-13 (a) and (b) compares pull-down parts of the CS FFE and the proposed CI
FFE when pattern D0 D−1 D−2 =‘011’ is being transmitted. The CS driver computes the
FFE sum (I0 in Figure 2-13) in the analog domain by addition or subtraction of currents
w0 , |w1 |, and w2 , while a CI FFE just drives a pre-computed I0 current directly into the
channel. The CS FFE driver draws more current than a CI FFE driver from the supply
due to the current wasted in subtraction.
D0 D−1 D−2
111
110
101
100
011
010
001
000

CS FFE sum
w0 + w1 + w2
w0 + w1 − w2
w0 − w1 + w2
w0 − w1 − w2
−w0 + w1 + w2
−w0 + w1 − w2
−w0 − w1 + w2
−w0 − w1 − w2

CI FFE output
I0
−I1
I0 + I1 + I2
I2
−I2
−(I0 + I1 + I2 )
I1
−I0

Tx voltage transition
VM H VM H
VHigh VM H
VLow  VHigh
VM L VHigh
VM H VLow
VHigh VLow
VLow VM L
VM L VM L

Table 2.1: Construction of CI FFE by mapping from CS FFE.
Table 2.1 presents the mapping from the CS FFE sums to the corresponding CI FFE
currents, and Table 2.2 shows the current values for the CI FFE coeﬃcients and the corresponding CS FFE coeﬃcients. These coeﬃcients are based on the simulation for the test
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I2

GND
(b)

Figure 2-13: Comparison between (a) a conventional Current Switching FFE and (b) a
Charge Injection FFE when data pattern is D0 D−1 D−2 = ‘111.’
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I0
I1
I2
I0 + I1 + I2
w0
w1
w2

current values in μA
14
220
558
792
286
-389
117

Table 2.2: CS FFE and CI FFE coeﬃcient values.
chip in Chapter 3. For a given FFE coeﬃcient [w0 w1 w2 ] and data pattern D0 D−1 D−2 ,
the FFE sum IT can be simply expressed in Equation (2.31) where di is deﬁned as 1 if Di
is ‘1,’ or -1 otherwise.
2

IT =

wi d−i = w0 d0 + w1 d−1 + w2 d−2

(2.31)

i=1

Table 2.1 lists eight (23 ) distinct FFE sum values. Since three variables (w0 , w1 , and
w2 ) can span the FFE sum list, the other three positive variables I0 , I1 , and I2 as deﬁned in
the table must be able to span the same FFE sum list by addition only, avoiding the power
lost during current subtraction. Note that the list in the table is symmetric with opposite
polarities since it is constructed from binary combinations of di with values +/-1. With
this mapping, the construction of CI FFE requires only 3 distinct currents (I0 , I1 , and I2
are all positive since w0 and w2 are positive and w1 is negative in a typical RC-dominant
channel). In hardware implementation, I0 , I1 , and I2 current sources can be connected to
the channel independently with the proper polarity, or together for ±(I0 + I1 + I2 ).
Figure 2-14 shows the simulated waveforms of the transmit FFE current IT and voltage
VT when an isolated ‘1’ pattern (i.e. single pulse) is being transmitted. The simulation
setup models the test chip described in Chapter 3. Table 2.1 lists the corresponding current
and voltage transition. While consecutive ‘0’s are transmitted, the transmitter draws I0
current from the channel (−I0 ), and the Tx voltage VT stays in the middle-low level voltage
VM L . When an isolated ‘1’ is transmitted, the transmitter injects I2 into the channel raising
the voltage VT from VM L to VHigh . Similarly, the CI FFE driver conducts −Imax , I1 , and
−I0 currents for the ‘000’ bit sequence following the isolated ‘1,’ and the voltage changes
from VHigh , to VLow , and then to VM L . Note that Imax value is not exactly I0 + I1 + I2
because of the non-ideality of the current source circuit, which will be explained in Chapter
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Time (ns)
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(a)
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3
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(b)

Figure 2-14: Simulated transmit current (a) and voltage (b) for isolated ‘1’ pattern.

3.
To explain the role of diﬀerent current segments (I0 , I1 , and I2 ), Figure 2-15 presents
the simulated receiver current IR for the same isolated ‘1’ pattern. The impact of each FFE
current is represented as an arrow. During consecutive transmission of ‘0’s, the transmitter
sets IT to −I0 . Since IT stays constant at −I0 , this current is not attenuated by the
channel, and thus, IR stays at −I0 which corresponds to bit ‘0’ for the receiver. IT current
is set to I2 at the data transition from ‘0’ to ‘1’ raising IR from −I0 to I0 . Although I2
amplitude is much larger than 2I0 , the impact of the abrupt IT change on the received
current is attenuated to 2I0 by the high-frequency channel loss. When data transition from
‘1’ to ‘0,’ IT changes to −Imax (theoretically −(I0 + I1 + I2 ) but approximately −(I1 +
I2 ) since I0 is much smaller than other currents). The role of −Imax injection could be
intuitively explained by a superposition of −I1 and −I2 injections. The −I1 portion of
−Imax suppresses delayed overshoot (depicted as dashed curve in Figure 2-15) from the
previous I2 during the data transient from ‘0’ to ‘1,’ keeping the IR at I0 . The −I2 portion
of −Imax current further pushes IR value down to −I0 , just as I2 previously raised IR
from −I0 to I0 . To ﬁnish the transition, IT becomes I1 correcting the delayed undershoot
caused by the previous −I2 portion of −Imax . To send consecutive ‘0’s again after ﬁnishing
transition, IT settles to −I0 keeping IR at −I0 . This concept of the impact of each current
CI FFE value on the received current will be used to explain eye sensitivity in Subsection
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Figure 2-15: Simulated received current for isolated ‘1’ pattern and eye perturbation.
2.3.4.

2.3.3

Power Consumption

In this subsection, we compare the power consumption of VD, CML, CS, and CI FFE
drivers. The comparison is based on the mathematical analysis discussed in Section 2.2.
Due to the diﬀerential operation, the average supply current of the 2-tap VD driver in
Figure 2-10 for a random data pattern is the average of the supply currents in Figure 2-10
(a) and Figure 2-10 (b). For a reasonably lossy channel, αv << 0.5 and Tx output voltages
are approximately Vdd /2, making Idc much smaller than ID0 or ID−1 . Therefore, the supply
current in Figure 2-10 (a) is approximately Isupa in Equation (2.32).
Isupa = ID0 + ID−1 ≈

0.5Vdd
R

(2.32)

We can compute the average supply current Isupb during the data pattern D0 D−1 =‘10’
or ‘01’ from the average current Ipv ﬂowing into the channel in Figure 2-10 (b). From
the Thevenin equivalent circuit, for a given small αv within a bit time T , Ipv can be
approximated as Equation (2.33)
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Ipv (ω) ≈

0.5Vdd
u(ω)
R + Zc (ω)

(2.33)

where u(ω) is the Fourier transform of a single square pulse with unit amplitude and
duration of one bit time T . By taking the average of Ipv (t) in time domain within a bit
time and using Equation (2.33), the average supply current consumed in Figure 2-10 (b) is
shown in Equation (2.34).

Isupb ≈

1
T

T
0

F −1 (Ipv (2πf )) dt =

1
T

∞

0.5Vdd
|u(2πf )|2 df
R
+
Z
(2πf
)
c
−∞

(2.34)

Isupb is always smaller than Isupa due to the characteristic impedance. For a matched
lossless transmission line (i.e. Zc (2πf ) = RL = R), Isupb is exactly the half of Isupa.
For a random data pattern, the average supply current for the VD driver is Ivd in
Equation (2.35).

Ivd = (Isupa + Isupb )/2.

(2.35)

Unlike the VD driver, which utilizes a resistive voltage divider, a CML driver subtracts
or adds currents to generate pull-down currents while the pull-up currents are provided by
the resistor loads. As shown in Figure 2-11, the supply current is Vdd /R for the CML driver
which has the identical Thevenin model of the VD driver in Figure 2-10.

Icml =

Vdd
R

(2.36)

Similar to the CML driver, a CS driver subtracts or adds currents to generate the same
signaling currents, but, unlike the CML driver, the pull-up currents are also generated from
the current switches. Since the current drawn from the supply is always Ics , the power
consumption is the same in Figure 2-12 (a) and (b). For fair comparison, we have to match
the channel current of the VD and CS drivers, especially, Ipv and Ipc at Nyquist frequency
fN as shown in Equation (2.38). The DC channel current Idc in Figure 2-12 (a) can be
easily matched to the one in Figure 2-10 (a) by adjusting αc . The supply current of the CS
driver Ics is equal to Ipc as shown in Equation (2.38).

Ics = Ipc = |

0.5Vdd
|
R + Zc (2πfN )
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(2.37)

We can easily compare the theoretical power consumption of a CS FFE driver and a CI
FFE driver by taking the average current in Table 2.1. The average supply current of a CS
FFE, Ics , is simply the sum (w0 + |w1 | + w2 ) or equivalently (I0 + I1 + I2 ) according to Table
2.1 since w0 , w1 , and w2 current sources in Figure 2-13 are always turned on. Therefore,
Ics is independent of the data pattern and is calculated as Equation (2.38).
Ics = (w0 + |w1 | + w2 ) = (I0 + I1 + I2 )

(2.38)

The average supply current of a CI FFE for random data, Ici is calculated by taking
the average of current values in Table 2.1 as shown in Equation (2.39).
1
Ics
Ici = (I0 + I1 + I2 ) =
2
2

(2.39)

According to Equations (2.38) and (2.39), for the same FFE functionality, the CI FFE
burns half the power of the conventional CS FFE (assuming random data).
Figure 2-16 shows Ivd , Icml , Ics , and Ici versus VD driver’s output impedance R for 4
Gb/s data transmission through the channel when the signaling strength of all drivers are
matched. Note that R is indication of a VD driver’s strength. The channel is modeled for the
wire used in Chapter 3. As expected from Equations (2.32) and (2.34), Isupa≈2Isupb , if R is
close to the channel’s characteristic impedance at the Nyquist frequency |Zc (2πfN )| (which
is about 160 Ohm in this example). In this region, Ivd is about 50% larger than Ics and
three times larger than Ici according to Equation (2.39). Icml is about twice as large as even
Ivd . For a simple example of a matched lossless transmission line (i.e. Zc (2πf ) = RL = R)
case, the average supply currents are shown in Equations (2.40, 2.41, 2.42, 2.43).
3Vdd
8R

(2.40)

Icml−matched =

Vdd
R

(2.41)

Ics−matched =

Vdd
4R

(2.42)

Ici−matched =

Vdd
8R

(2.43)

Ivd−matched =

As R becomes much larger than |Zc (2πfN )|, Ivd and Ics converge, and VD and CS
drivers burn twice the power of a CI driver while a CML driver burns twice the power of
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Figure 2-16: Supply currents of CML, VD, CS, and CI driver for the same signal driving
ability. R is the VD driver impedance. CS and CI drivers are matched for the same signal
driving ability to the VD driver at Nyquist Frequency.

the VD driver. The CI driver used in Chapter 3 has the equivalent driving current of the
VD driver with R = 625 Ohm (which is larger than |Zc (2πfN )|), and thus burns half the
power of the VD driver of the same driving ability and a quarter of the power of the CML
driver.
At lower link utilizations, CI FFE is even more power-eﬃcient since it only draws large
current on bit transitions, while the CS FFE draws its peak current (= w0 + w1 + w2 =
I0 + I1 + I2 ) all the time and the VD FFE wastes the most power in voltage division
generating voltage near half Vdd . When the data pattern is all ‘0’ or all ‘1,’ the CI FFE
only draws I0 current which is, according to Table 2.2, less than 2% of I0 + I1 + I2 due to
the large channel attenuation. If the ratio of the idle time to the total operating time is
αidle , then Equations (2.44) and (2.45) show the average power consumptions of CS and CI
FFE.
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Pcs−avg = Vdd (I0 + I1 + I2 )
Pci−avg = αidle Vdd I0 + (1 − αidle )

Vdd
(I0 + I1 + I2 )
2

(2.44)
(2.45)

In an RC-dominated channel, the ratio of I0 to (I0 + I1 + I2 ) is proportional to the
channel loss at Nyquist frequency fN as described in Equation (2.24), which is derived
from the ﬁrst harmonic of the received current (a sinusoidal wave with amplitude I0 ) when
the transmitter current is a square wave with amplitude (I0 + I1 + I2 ) transmitting the
alternating bit pattern ‘...0101010101...’

|Tii (fN )|≈

πI0
.
4(I0 + I1 + I2 )

(2.46)

The average power consumption of VD driver is slightly larger than the average power
consumption of the CS driver in an RC-dominant channel. As shown in Figure 2-16, the
supply current of a VD driver under full utilization is equal to the supply current of a CS
driver. During idle period, however, the VD driver burns its peak current (Isupa ), which is
slightly larger than the CS driver current.

Pvd−avg

= αidle Vdd (Isupa ) + (1 − αidle )Vdd (Isuba + Isupb)

(2.47)

≈ αidle Vdd (Isupa ) + (1 − αidle )Pcs−avg
> Pcs−avg

2.3.4

Eye Sensitivity

Inaccuracy of FFE coeﬃcients often limits the performance of a link, especially for a highloss channel, because a transmit FFE relies on the elimination of inter-symbol-interference
(ISI) by canceling the LPF property of the channel response with the FFE response. For
that reason, the accuracy error of FFE coeﬃcients reduces the received eye. For the same
percentage of eye reduction, the allowed percentage of the FFE coeﬃcient error is diﬀerent
for diﬀerent types of FFE. In this section, we mathematically show that eye opening is less
sensitive to the coeﬃcient error in CI FFE than in the traditional CS FFE, and therefore, the
accuracy constraint on the CI FFE driver circuit is more relaxed. For the implementation
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described in Chapter 3, the sensitivity diﬀerence between the CS and CI FFE drivers is
about ten times. We also show that the accuracy constraint on a CI FFE driver is much
less dependent on the channel loss than the one on a CS FFE, allowing inexpensive driver
circuits to be used for CI FFE even for highly lossy channels.

Eye Sensitivity of CS FFE
To theoretically analyze the impact of FFE coeﬃcient errors on the vertical eye, we assume
perfect equalization and examine the eye sensitivity, which is deﬁned as the percentage of
the eye reduction divided by the percentage of each coeﬃcient perturbation.
Let [hi ] be the sampled sequence of the channel response to a square pulse in Figure
2-7. The received sampled current sequence [IR ] can be expressed as a convolution of the
FFE coeﬃcient vector [w] and a transmitted data sequence [di ] whose value is 1 for binary
‘1’ and 0 for binary ‘0.’

[IR ] = [h] ∗ [w] ∗ [d]

(2.48)

The n-th element of [IR ] can be decomposed as a linear summation of each w0 , w1 , and w2
coeﬃcient.
IRn = w0 ([h] ∗ [d])n + w1 ([h] ∗ [d])n−1 + w2 ([h] ∗ [d])n−2

(2.49)

Under perfect equalization condition, the nominal IRn value is either I0 or -I0 as illustrated in Figure 2-15. From Equation (2.49), the perturbation of IRn is the linear sum of
each FFE coeﬃcient perturbation wi multiplied by ([h] ∗ [d])n−i giving us Equation (2.50).

ΔIRn = Δw0 ([h] ∗ [d])n + Δw1 ([h] ∗ [d])n−1 + Δw2 ([h] ∗ [d])n−2

(2.50)

The worst case perturbation of IRn in a CS FFE occurs when [h] ∗ [d] becomes the
∞
∞
maximum (or minimum) value
i=0 hi (or −
i=0 hi ) when all di = 1 (or -1) for all i
because hi is all positive in an RC-dominant channel as shown in Figure 2-7 (b). Note that
∞
i=0 hi corresponds to the DC value of the transfer function of the channel. By applying
Kirchhoﬀ’s current law, the transmitter current must be equal to the receiver current at DC

since there is no other current path, and therefore, ∞
i=0 hi is equal to 1 giving us Equation
(2.51) for the worst case IR from Equation (2.50).
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ΔIR−worst = ±(Δw0 + Δw1 + Δw2 )

(2.51)

This result simply shows that the received current amplitude perturbation by the coefﬁcient inaccuracy is the largest and direct sum of coeﬃcient perturbation of w0 , w1 , and
w2 when the transmitting data pattern is all ‘1’ or ‘0,’ i.e. DC signal. This is because
the transmit current is equal to the receiver current at DC, and the value is the sum of
coeﬃcient currents: w0 , w1 , and w2 .
The right side of Figure 2-15 illustrates that IR determines the received signal amplitude
and thus the nominal vertical eye while IR adds data dependent errors due to the coeﬃcients
perturbation on top of the nominal eye diagram, reducing the eye height. We can simply
equate the relationships between the nominal values as well as the perturbations of the
vertical eye and IR .

Eye = 2|IR | = 2I0

(2.52)

ΔEye = −2|ΔIR−worst |

(2.53)

From Equation (2.51), (2.52), and (2.53), we can derive the eye sensitivity on each FFE
coeﬃcient, which is the percentage of vertical eye change divided by the percentage of the
coeﬃcient error.
Sw i

w0
w1
w2
I0
I1
I2



 ΔEye 
 Eye 

= 
i
 Δw
wi 

Δwn =0,n=i

current values (μA)

Sensitivity

286
-389
117
14
220
558

20.65
28.19
8.47
1
0.8
2.02



 2Δwi   
 2IR   wi 
 =  
= 
I0
i
 Δw
wi 

(2.54)

Accuracy requirement (%, ENOB)
for ΔEye ≤10%
0.48%, 7.7b
0.35%, 8.2b
1.18%, 6.4b
10%, 3.3b
12.55%, 3b
4.95%, 4.3b

Table 2.3: Sensitivity and accuracy requirement to control eye reduction within 10%
Table 2.3 lists the computed eye sensitivities to each coeﬃcient. Since magnitude of w1
is the largest in Table 2.2, the eye is the most sensitive to w1 according to Equation (2.54).
For example, according to Table 2.2, 10% of w1 current perturbation reduces the eye by
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280%, completely closing it. Therefore, w1 segment of a CS FFE has the most stringent
accuracy constraint. From the mapping in Table 2.1, we can drive a formula for w1 by
solving simultaneous equation.

w1 = −

I1 + I2
2

(2.55)

From Equation (2.54) and (2.55), we can drive the eye sensitivity to w1 as in Equation
(2.56).

Sw1

 
 w1  I1 + I2
=   =
I0
2I0

(2.56)

Since I0 is much smaller than I1 or I2 , we can approximate Sw1 in terms of the channel
loss |Tii (2πfN )| at Nyquist frequency from Equation (2.46) and (2.56).
Sw 1 ≈

I0 + I1 + I2
π
=
2I0
8|Tii (2πfN )|

(2.57)

According to Equation (2.57), the eye sensitivity on w1 becomes larger as the channel
loss increases, limiting the performance of the link. From a designer’s point of view, an
interesting form of Equation (2.56) is the accuracy constraint on the wi current source for
a given target percentage of eye reduction βwi . As expressed in Equation (2.58) βwi is the
desired bound of the eye reduction in percentage.

βwi



 ΔEye 


=
Eye Δwn =0,n=i

(2.58)

The accuracy requirement is expressed in Equation (2.59).






 Δwi 
βwi
 = 1  ΔEye 

=
 wi  Sw  Eye 
Sw i
i
Δwn =0,n=i

(2.59)

By using equation (2.59), we can ﬁnd the accuracy constraint on w1 in terms of the
channel loss and target eye reduction as shown in Equation (2.60).




 Δw1  8 |Tii (2πfN )|  ΔEye 
8 |Tii (2πfN )| βwi




=
 Eye 
 w1  ≤
π
π
Δw0 ,Δw1 =0

(2.60)

Equation (2.60) states that w1 must be controlled a lot more accurately than the desired
eye reduction bound, due to the factor of channel loss. The computed accuracy constraint
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of w1 listed in Table 2.3 is about 0.35% when the target eye reduction bound βw1 is 10%.
The accuracy constraints on w2 and w0 are more relaxed than the one on w1 because w0
and w2 have smaller values, as shown in Table 2.3, and thus have smaller sensitivity by
Equation (2.54).
The relative accuracy constraint in CS FFE becomes too stringent because the small
I0 (or −I0 ) current during a DC pattern, which directly aﬀects the eye, is generated by
linear addition and subtraction of three large current values: w0 , w2 and |w1 |. Since the
diﬀerences between I0 and w0 , w1 , and w2 increase given larger channel loss, the accuracy
constraint in Equation (2.59) becomes tougher as the data rate gets higher. This means
that too tight accuracy requirements of the FFE coeﬃcient become a limiting factor of high
data rates (i.e. high channel loss) in VD, CML, and CS FFE designs that are based on
analog summation for FFE computation.

Eye Sensitivity of CI FFE
In CI FFE, the eye sensitivities to the coeﬃcients are much smaller and a lot less aﬀected
by the channel loss than the ones in the CS FFE because the DC transmit current I0 is
not generated by the subtraction from the large current taps: w0 , w1 , and w2 . Instead, I0
current is handled by a designated current source and the other large current segments (I1
and I2 ) are turned oﬀ while the transmitter conducts I0 . Therefore, the CI FFE prevents
large coeﬃcient errors of the large current segments (I1 and I2 ) from aﬀecting the transmit
current (= I0 ) for the DC pattern.
To theoretically analyze the error by each current source in CI FFE, we substitute [w]∗[d]
with [IT ] in Equation (2.48) and express ΔIR in terms of ΔIT as shown in Equations (2.61)
and (2.62).

[IR ] = [h] ∗ [IT ]

(2.61)

ΔIRn = ([h] ∗ [ΔIT ])n

(2.62)

For a DC pattern, IT is a constant: I0 or −I0 , and the magnitude of the channel’s

transfer function at DC, ∞
i=0 hi , is 1 as discussed earlier. Therefore, the received current
is I0 or −I0 giving us Equation (2.63) and (2.64) for the IR and ΔIR when a DC pattern is
being sent. This corresponds to the worst case ΔIR due to error on I0 .
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IR = IT = ±I0

(2.63)

ΔIR−worst,ΔI1,ΔI2 =0 = ΔIT,DC = ±ΔI0

(2.64)

From Equations (2.52), (2.53), (2.63), and (2.64), we can easily compute the eye sensitivity to the I0 current segment as we did it for the one to w1 in a CS FFE.

SI 0



 ΔEye 
 Eye 

= 
ΔI0 
 I0 

ΔI1 ,ΔI2 =0



 2ΔI0 
 2I0 
 =1
= 
ΔI0 
 I0 

(2.65)

Equation (2.65) states that the percentage of eye change due to I0 current error is equal
to the percentage of I0 error which is a lot smaller than the one in a CS FFE. As we derived
the Equation (2.59), we can easily show that the required I0 accuracy is exactly the same
target percentage bound of eye reduction (βI0 ) by I0 as shown in Equation (2.66).






 ΔI0 
 ≤ 1  ΔEye 

= βI0
 I0  SI  Eye 
0
ΔI1 ,ΔI2 =0

(2.66)

Therefore, to bound the eye reduction by I0 current error to within 10%, the required
accuracy constraint on I0 is only 10%, which is a lot more relaxed than 0.35% in a CS FFE.
The accuracy constraints on other current sources (I1 and I2 ) are more complicated than
that of I0 because I1 and I2 are not always turned on. In the case of I0 current error, the
worst case transmit data pattern is simply a DC pattern (all 1 or 0) because the magnitude
of the channel’s transfer function at DC is 1. However, according to the mapping in Table
2.1, I1 and I2 cannot be turned on all the time. Rather, they are turned on/oﬀ depending
on the data pattern and thus the impact of ΔI1 and ΔI2 on the received current IR are
modulated by the data pattern requiring worst case pattern study to get eye sensitivity on
I1 and I2 .
Table 2.4 summarizes data-dependency of ΔIT caused by error on the I2 current source
keeping all other current sources ideal. Since Imax = I0 + I1 + I2 is conducted by turning
all current sources on, ΔI2 error shows up at the output node when IT becomes ±Imax too.
Figure 2-17 visualizes [ΔIT ] sequence for an example bit pattern. For easy interpretation,
Table 2.5 presents simpliﬁed data dependency of ΔIT caused by the I2 current error. ΔIT
becomes ΔI2 at rising edge (‘0’‘1’) and −ΔI2 at falling edge (‘1’‘0’). Otherwise, I2
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D0 D−1 D−2
111
110
101
100
011
010
001
000

ΔIT
0
0
ΔI2
ΔI2
−ΔI2
−ΔI2
0
0

Table 2.4: ΔIT table caused by ΔI2 error on I2 current source
D0 D−1
11
10
01
00

ΔIT
0
ΔI2
−ΔI2
0

Table 2.5: Simpliﬁed ΔIT table caused by ΔI2 error on I2 current source
does not add an error to IT . For an arbitrary bit pattern, the position of the edge can be at
any place but the polarity must alternate because a rising edge must be eventually followed
by a falling edge and vice versa. Therefore, [ΔIT ] is a sequence whose non-zero elements
are placed at arbitrary positions of magnitude of |ΔI2 | and alternate polarities. For a given
natural number mi which satisﬁes mi+1 > mi , we can express ΔIR due to ΔI2 .
∞

(−1)i−1 hmi

ΔIR = ΔI2

(2.67)

i=1

The worst case for a typical on-chip RC dominant channel occurs when there is a single
transition at mi where hmi is a peak value. The example sequence in Figure 2-7 (b) has its
peak value at n = 3, and therefore, the worst ΔIR is expressed in Equation (2.68).
ΔIR−worst,ΔI0,ΔI1=0 = ±ΔI2 hpeak = ±ΔI2 h3

(2.68)

From Equation (2.52), (2.53), and (2.68), we derive the eye sensitivity on I2 current
source.
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=
ΔI0 ,ΔI1 =0

2ΔI2 hpeak
2I0
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(2.69)

According to Table 2.3, the percentage change in I2 current results in twice the per51
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Figure 2-17: An example ΔIT caused by ΔI2 in CI FFE.

centage change in eye at the receiver. This is a lot less sensitive than the one for w1 in CS
FFE. This can be intuitively understood as follows. Although the current error by I2 at the
transmitter is larger than the vertical eye itself, the actual impact on the eye at the receiver
is attenuated by the channel loss because I2 only conducts at bit ﬂips (‘1’‘0’ or ‘0’‘1’).
Therefore, in Equation (2.67), the opposite polarities of hi cancel each other and reduce the
magnitude of the channel’s transfer function for transient signal ΔI2 . As a result, ΔI2 is
attenuated by factor of hpeak , and the impact on ΔEye is relieved.
For given accuracy requirement βI2 for the eye, we can restate Equation (2.69) for I2
accuracy constraint.
|ΔEye |
βI
|ΔI2 |
=
≤ 2
I2
SI2 Eye
SI 2
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(2.70)

Since SI2 ≈2, I2 current source requires only twice that of target relative eye accuracy,
and this accuracy requirement rarely depends on the channel loss.
We can ﬁnd the sensitivity and relative accuracy requirement of I1 using a similar
approach. The diﬀerence is that the I1 current source conducts the opposite polarity at
one bit time after data edge. The worst case ΔIR is similar to Equation (2.68) as shown in
Equation (2.71).

ΔIR−worst,ΔI0,ΔI2=0 = ±ΔI1 hpeak = ±ΔI1 h3

(2.71)

By using Equations (2.52), (2.53), and (2.71), we can derive the eye sensitivity to I1
and accuracy constraint on I1 as shown in Equations (2.72) and (2.73).
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I0
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1 |ΔEye | βI1
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≤
I1
SI1 Eye
SI 1

(2.72)

(2.73)

Since I1 is smaller than I2 , the eye is less sensitive to I1 than I2 according to Equations
(2.70) and (2.73).
Table 2.3 summarizes the required relative accuracy of each current source to restrict the
eye perturbation to within 10% for the channel described in Chapter 3, assuming 4Gb/s
operation. The most stringent accuracy constraints in CI FFE and in CS FFE are 5%
for I2 and 0.35% for w1 , respectively. The result shows that the current source accuracy
requirement in CI FFE is relaxed more than ten times compared to the one in CS FFE. The
accuracy constraint in CI FFE weakly depends on the channel loss because I0 current source
is handled by a designated current source and the channel attenuates current perturbation
on I1 and I2 . Therefore, CI FFE can work for a channel with much higher loss than CS
FFE, without expensive high-resolution driver segments.

2.3.5

Parameter Extraction and Model Usage: LCM Driver Example

In order to build intuition about the design of an equalizing transceiver, in Subsection 2.2.3
and 2.2.4, the transfer function is explained in terms of the termination impedance of the
driver. In real usage of the model for CAD applications, the impedance parameters must be
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derived from the transistor models such as a SPICE raw data, and other link components
such as a pre-driver must be considered. For some driver types such as VD Low Common
Mode (LCM) [32, 33] drivers, transistor characteristics are necessary, and the pre-driver is
sized proportional to the driver width.
In this subsection, as an example, we show how an LCM driver is simpliﬁed and modeled
as an RC switch circuit to allow simpliﬁed transfer function computation. This subsection
also shows how the model can be combined with extracted driver and pre-driver parameters.
The RC switch model is accurate enough to capture the link behavior and provides much
faster computation speed than a SPICE simulation. This RC switch model is also used
for the pre-drivers. The other driver types such as a CML, CS, CI, and Source-SeriesTerminated drivers can be modeled using similar approaches.
Figure 2-2 shows the overview of a 3-tap LCM equalizing transceiver with design parameters: Vp , Vs , w0 , w1 , w2 , WLCM , Wth , Sp , Td , and y1 . Vp and Vs are the pre-driver’s
supply voltage and signal supply voltage. w0 , w1 , and w2 are the FFE coeﬃcients. WLCM
is the total width of the LCM driver. Wth and Sp are the wire’s width and space. Td is the
receiver’s sample delay and y1 is the DFE tap coeﬃcient of the receiver. In this subsection,
the normalized RC switch models for the pre-driver and driver are explained for given Vp
and Vs parameters. These RC models can be used to construct simpliﬁed pre-driver and
driver models when they are combined with w0 , w1 , w2 , and WLCM parameters.
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Figure 2-18: An LCM driver and its equivalent model.
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Figure 2-18 shows a schematic and the equivalent linearized model of an LCM driver.
The gate voltage of each transistor is digitally controlled by an inverter-based pre-driver
which has separate power supply voltage Vp . To keep the NMOS in triode region, typically
driver’s signal power supply Vs is chosen less than Vp , and Vp is set to Vdd in this paper.
An LCM driver consists of pull-up and pull-down pair segments. In each segment,
the pull-up and pull-down NMOSs are sized for the same resistance, and each segment
corresponds to one of the FFE tap coeﬃcients w T = [w1 ...wnF F E ], since the resistance of
each segment is set to be proportional to the inverse of each tap coeﬃcient wi . Note that
 FFE
wi = 1. The total LCM driver width (the sum
wi is a normalized coeﬃcient so that ni=1
of widths of all segments) is parameterized by WLCM .
By turning on either pull-up or pull-down transistors in each segment, the LCM driver
controls the total pull-up and pull-down resistance R1 and R2 while keeping the Thevenin
resistance Rs constant. The Thevenin equivalent output voltage Vo is determined by the
R1 and R2 voltage divider.
When diﬀerent segments are driven with delayed data, this driver becomes an analog
FIR ﬁlter [32], which can be used as an FFE. At the link model layer, our tool uses the
linearized LCM model as a controlled voltage source with impedance Rs and parasitic
capacitance Cs that captures the transient response of the LCM driver.
As shown in Equations (2.74), (2.75), and (2.76), Rs and Cs as well as the LCM driver’s
total input gate capacitance Cg can be expressed in terms of the total driver width WLCM
by using the normalized technology- and voltage- dependent constants: RLCM (Ohm-um),
CdLCM (fF/um), and CgLCM (fF/um).

Rs = RLCM /WLCM

(2.74)

Cs = CdLCM WLCM

(2.75)

Cg = CgLCM WLCM

(2.76)

The normalized conductance (1/RLCM ) is obtained by driving static current through
a triode-region transistor with various pre-driver supply Vp and driver supply Vs values
and by the setting output voltage to Vs /2. The voltage ranges (Vp , Vs ) that cause large
non-linearity error are eliminated from the design space. As shown in Figure 2-19, the
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conductance is then expressed as a linear function of Vp and Vs within the range of interest.

Pre-driver
supply

(a)

Pre-driver
supply

Driver
Supply

(b)

Driver
Supply

Figure 2-19: LCM driver’s normalized (a) pull-down and (b) pull-up conductance.
The normalized capacitance (CdLCM ) is extracted by matching the delay of the LCM
driver to an equivalent linearized model using the setup as shown in Figure 2-20 (a). Since
the average of rising and falling delay can be modeled as 0.69Rs (Cload + Cs ) as shown
in Figure 2-20 (b), ﬁtting the delay into a linear formula of normalized load capacitance
Cload /WLCM gives us CdLCM .
The pre-driving inverters are sized proportional to the LCM driver’s gate capacitance
with fanout factor EF using a linear model in Equations (2.77), (2.78), and (2.79) with
normalized parameters: RP re (Ohm-μm), CgP re (fF/μm), and CdP re (fF/μm).

Rinv = RP re /Wpre

(2.77)

Cginv = CgP re Wpre

(2.78)

Cdinv = CdP re Wpre

(2.79)

The normalized parameters for the pre-driving inverter are extracted using a similar procedure as for the LCM driver.
For pre-driver power, we assume that the inverter-based predriver is sized proportional
to the driver size with fanout of EF . This assumption gives us Equation (2.80).
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Figure 2-20: LCM driver’s (a) Cs extraction setup and (b) delay versus normalized load
capacitance.

EP re = α

1/EF CgP re + CdP re
1 − 1/EF CgP re + 1



CgLCM WLCM Vp2

(2.80)

α is the average activity factor, and CgP re , CdP re are the transistor-width normalized
pre-driver gate and diﬀusion capacitors, and CgLCM is the gate capacitance of the LCM
driver. Since the LCM equalized interconnects use a diﬀerential signaling scheme, the total
energy consumption is twice the sum of the LCM driver energy and the pre-driver energy:
Ebtot = 2(ELCM + EP re ) when the transmitter power is dominant.
The extracted parameters such as Thevenin resistance of the LCM driver, or parasitic
capacitance can be used in Equations described in Section 2.2 to compute the transfer
function. Once the transfer function is computed, the equalization circuit can be realized
from the transfer function for the given FFE and DFE tap counts.

2.4

Equalization

The performance estimation of the equalized link is time consuming due to the large number
of numerical calculations needed to extract the performance and equalizer coeﬃcients from
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a variety of diﬀerent channels (for various wire and circuit sizes) in design space exploration.
An appropriate performance model speeds up the two major bottlenecks (ﬁnding optimal
sampling time and equalization coeﬃcients) by at least an order of magnitude each, resulting
in more than two orders of magnitude faster design exploration. We derive the closedform solution for near-optimal sampling time in terms of the frequency response of the
channel and also show that, for RC-dominant channels, the swing-constrained least-mean
square based equalization yields similar results (albeit much faster) than a conservative eye
maximization algorithm.

2.4.1

Frequency Domain Analysis: Optimal Sampling Time

The received eye is aﬀected by the channel attenuation, inter-symbol interference (ISI), and
crosstalk. In a well equalized channel, the optimal sampling time maximizes received signal
amplitude, assuming that crosstalk and residual ISI distributions are relatively uniform
across the bit time. For nF F E -tap FFE transmitter with an equalization coeﬃcient vector
w, the frequency spectrum of the received signal Y (f ) is shown in Equations (2.81) and
(2.82)
Y (f ) = Ts sinc(f Ts )e−jπTs T (f )L(f )w

(2.81)

L(f ) = [1 e−j2πf Ts ... e−j2πf Ts (nF F E −1) ]

(2.82)

where sinc(f ), T (f ), and Ts are the sinc function, transfer function of the channel, and
the symbol time, respectively. L(f )w represents the FFE’s transfer function. If we sample
the received pulse response y(t) after latency time Td , then the frequency response of the
sampled sequence Yds (f ) can be approximated as shown in Equations (2.83) and (2.84).

Yds (f ) =
≈

1
Ts

∞

Y (f − 2kfN )e−j2π2kfN Td

(2.83)

k=−∞

1 
Y (f − 2fN )e−2π2fN Td + Y (f ) + Y (f + 2fN )ej2π2fN Td
Ts

(2.84)

The received signal spectrum Y (f ) is assumed to be band-limited due to signiﬁcant
channel roll-oﬀ past 2x of the Nyquist frequency fN . On the other hand, expressing Yds (f )
with received signal samples yk gives Equation (2.85)
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Yds (f ) = e−j2πf Td

∞

yk e−j2πf kTs ≈ e−j2πf Td (y0 + y1 e−j2πf Ts )

(2.85)

k=−∞

where y0 is the main tap of the sampled received pulse response, i.e. the value to be
maximized. FFE will minimize all received pulse response samples except the main (y0 )
and the ﬁrst post-cursor (y1 ), which is handled by the DFE. By setting the frequency f in
Equations (2.84) and (2.85) to zero and the Nyquist frequency (fN ), and ignoring frequency
response above 2x of the Nyquist frequency, we obtain a set of equations to solve for y0 and
y1 as expressed in Equations (2.86) and (2.87).
Yds (0) ≈
Yds (fN ) ≈

1
Yds (0) ≈ y0 + y1
Ts

(2.86)

1 
Y (−fN )e−j2π2fN Td + Y (fN ) ≈ e−j2πfN Td (y0 − y1 )
Ts

(2.87)

Solving Equations (2.86) and (2.87) for y0 and y1 allows us to approximate y0 in terms
of the received frequency spectrum at f =0, fN , and the sampling delay Td .
y0 ≈

Y (0)
1
+
|Y (fN )| cos(2πfN Td + ∠Y (fN ))
2Ts
Ts

(2.88)

Using Equations (2.81), (2.82) (2.88), the Td that maximizes the received signal is derived
in Equation (2.89).
∠Y (fN )
Ts
−
=
Td ≈ −
2πfN
2



∠(L(fN )w) ∠T (fN )
+
2πfN
2πfN


(2.89)

In Equation (2.89), Ts /2 is the time interval from the edge of the square pulse to its
N )w
is the delay of the FFE equalizer that is equal
center (i.e. half the symbol time). − ∠L(f
2πfN

to (nmain − 1)Ts where nmain is the index of the maximum valued equalization coeﬃcient,
(fN )
and − ∠T
2πfN is the channel delay at the Nyquist frequency.

2.4.2

Swing Constrained Least Mean Square Error Solution

Maximization of The Worst-Case Eye Opening
The preferred solution for conservative on-chip circuit design environment is to optimize
the equalizer coeﬃcients to satisfy the worst-case eye opening requirement. This problem
can be formulated as a large linear program [36]. The equalized received sequence y and
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received crosstalk c can be written as shown in Equations (2.90) and (2.91)
y = Hw = [h1 h2 ... hn ]w

(2.90)

c = Hc w = [hc1 hc2 ... hcn ]w

(2.91)

where H and Hc are the Toeplitz matrices whose column vectors are the time shifted
sampled pulse response vectors of h (through-channel) and hc (crosstalk). Here we assume
that all equalizers in a parallel link bus are optimized to have the same coeﬃcients and
that these coeﬃcients are found to jointly minimize the ISI and crosstalk. The optimal Td
determines the main received signal sample, corresponding to the transmitted bit, ymain
and the ISI term yisi .

ymain = hsig T w

(2.92)

yisi = Hisi w

(2.93)

hsig is the row vector of H at the index corresponding to Td and Hisi is the inter-symbol
interference matrix derived from H by puncturing the row vectors that correspond to the
main and post-cursor taps covered by DFE. The vector yisi represents the ISI sequence
generated by one bit transmission.
The worst case eye opening when independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
bit patterns are transmitted is expressed in Equation (2.94).

Eye,worst = hsig T w − Hisi w1 − Hc w1

(2.94)

Equation (2.94) gives the following formulation for optimal equalization coeﬃcients w
maximize

Eye,worst

(2.95)

subject to w1 ≤ 1

(2.96)

where l1 -norm of w limits the maximum voltage swing of the FFE. By using the epigraph
form and expanding the l1 -norm terms in Equations (2.94), (2.95) and (2.96) we get the
linear program formulation.
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maximize

Eye

subject to Eye − hsig T w + dj T Hisi w + dk T Hc w ≤ 0

(2.97)
(2.98)

sn T w − 1 ≤ 0

(2.99)

∀j, k|dk , dk ∈ {±1}length(Hisi w)

(2.100)

∀n|sn ∈ {±1}lengthw

(2.101)

The ﬁrst 2length(Hisi w) constraints represent Equation (2.94) and the next 2length(w)
constraints represent the l1 -norm of w. Since the number of constraints grows exponentially
with the length of the pulse response, linear program in Equations (2.97-2.101) can be rather
slow, so we use the numerical gradient solver on the original problem in Equation (2.95)
and (2.96) to directly compute the l1 -norms. Although it speeds up the computation, this
method is still about an order of magnitude slower than the closed-form least-mean-square
equalization (LMSE) algorithm described next.

Swing Constrained Least Mean Square Error Solution
Although in general LMSE does not maximize the worst-case eye opening, the LMSE is very
close to the worst-case eye opening solution for RC-dominant on-chip wires. The LMSE
ﬁnds the equalization coeﬃcients that minimize the ISI and crosstalk energy (i.e. their
l2 -norm) with closed form solution for equalization.
In the LMSE algorithm, we ﬁrst set the main received signal to unity and then minimize
the ISI and crosstalk energy from Equations (2.90), (2.91), (2.92), and (2.93) using a method
of Lagrange multipliers.

ymain = hsig T w = 1

(2.102)

 2


EN = yisi  + |c|2 = w T HTisi Hisi + Hc T Hc w

(2.103)

wlmse

 T
−1
Hisi Hisi + HTc Hc
hsig
=


−1
hTsig HTisi Hisi + HTc Hc
hsig

To satisfy the maximum voltage constraint w ≤ 1, wlmse must be normalized.
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(2.104)

2.5

CAD Flow and Modeling Integration

In this section, infrastructure for design space exploration of equalized links is explained [37].
Subsection 2.5.1 shows how the CAD tool is organized. Subsection 2.5.2 shows a case study
using this CAD tool. Subsection 2.5.3 describes how the link estimation tool is connected
with a network simulation tool.

2.5.1

CAD Flow

As a summary of modeling of all the link components, in this section we illustrate the
CAD ﬂow that combines all the models to explore the link design space. Figure 2-21
shows an example hierarchical optimization ﬂow of an LCM driver serial link through an
RC-dominant wire with technology-dependent and independent parameters. The model is
based on the fundamental technology database such as a SPICE transistor model, a wire’s
conductivity model, and a wire’s dielectric constant model. By using 2D ﬁeld solver as
explained in Section 2.2, the wire’s RLGC matrix database is constructed with the wire’s
dimension parameters: Wth and Sp . A linear RC extraction program simpliﬁes the inverter
and LCM driver into normalized RC switches as in logical eﬀort model for various predriver and signal voltages, as explained in Section 2.3. The channel’s transfer function for
a given wire length can be constructed based on the 2D RLGC matrix and the normalized
RC switch model database for a given Wth , Sp , WLCM , Vp , Vs , and target distance l.
Multi-channel property can be described by two dominant through- and crosstalk- transfer
functions (T (f ), Tc (f )) with minor accuracy degradation. For a given channel’s transfer
functions and a link architecture (eg. FFE and DFE tap number), the link performance tool
ﬁnds the optimal FFE and DFE coeﬃcients as well as the optimal sample delay as explained
in Section 2.4. From those, the tool also estimates the eye height and data rate density. The
link power tool evaluates the power consumption of the link with parameters given by the
link performance tool. Finally, the performance (eye height, data rate density, latency) and
the power/energy consumption are combined, summarized, and reported. These reported
numbers are all associated with basic design parameters so that designers at upper levels
of hierarchy can utilize the results in network architecture design.
Table 2.6 summarizes the total design exploration run time using closed form equalization and optimum delay expressions. The test run shows that the run time is improved
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Figure 2-21: CAD ﬂow.

by thirteen times by using the swing constrained least mean square solution. By using the
closed form optimal sampling time, the run time is improved by twenty times. By combining two methods, the algorithm improved the run time by 244 times compared to the brute
force method. Note that the brute force method itself is still much faster than the SPICE
simulation.
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423,000
design points

Run time (h)
Normalized
run time

Swing constrained
Least Mean Square Error
and
optimal sampling time
0.74
1

Maximization of
the worst case eye
and
optimal sampling time
9.7
13

Maximization of
the worst case eye
and
20x oversampling
180
244

Table 2.6: Exploration time comparison

2.5.2

Link Design-Space Exploration

90nm Example Run
We use our tool to explore the link design space for a 10 mm long wire, in 90 nm, 1.2 V
CMOS technology. We use the link architecture in Figure 2-2, with a 3-tap LCM FFE
transmitter and a 1-tap loop-unrolled DFE receiver. To illustrate the results of joint wire
and circuit sizing, we use this architecture and explore the link metrics trade-oﬀs by varying
the wire width and spacing, driver size, and supply voltage as well as the worst-case eye
requirement. In Figure 2-22 we show a comparison of the optimized equalized interconnect
and repeated interconnect. Repeaters are also optimized jointly with wires to reduce energy
cost for the same throughput density and latency as equalized wires [38, 39].
For the M8 wire, the equalized interconnect consumes much less power than the repeated
interconnect. In metal layers M2-6, equalized interconnects are still superior to repeaters
but the beneﬁt of equalization is smaller than at the M8 layer. Equalization at these lower
metal levels enables the use of medium-to-long wires, therefore potentially alleviating the
congestion at the top M8 layer in hierarchical on-chip networks. The energy savings and
data-rate density are strong functions of the required worst-case eye opening since that
determines the required voltage swing on a wire. Interestingly, the equalized interconnect
not only decreases the energy-per bit for the same data rate density, but also pushes the
trade-oﬀ to larger data rate density.
In Figure 2-23 the energy breakdown for each link component, with pre-driver fanout
EF =3, shows a dominant static power component. This is a shortcoming of the LCM
drivers and indicates room for further improvement at the circuit level. Note that in onchip applications, even with this static power component, LCM drivers are a lot more
energy-eﬃcient than high common mode diﬀerential pair (CML) drivers [32].
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Figure 2-22: Comparisons of repeated and equalized interconnects: (a) M9 10mm wire (b)
M2-6 10mm wire.
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Figure 2-23: Energy breakdowns of LCM equalized interconnects: (a) M9 10mm wire (b)
M2-6 10mm wire. Ebtot is a total power consumption. EbactiveDrv is power consumption due
to the parasitic capacitance at the transmitter output node. Ebpre is the energy consumption
by pre-drivers. Ebw is energy to drive wire. EscDrv is energy wasted in voltage division.
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Figure 2-24: Impact of crosstalk and comparison of equalization algorithm.
Figure 2-24 shows that crosstalk is a signiﬁcant factor in energy cost per bit and data rate
density computation. Some improvement is still possible since we did not use diﬀerential
wire criss-crossing [40] to make the crosstalk common-mode. In Figure 2-24, we also compare
LMSE and worst-case eye (l1 -norm) equalization, showing very little diﬀerence between the
algorithms, even with crosstalk, although the worst-case eye method requires 13x more
computation time than LMSE. The optimal delay formula speeds up the tool by another
order of magnitude.
Figure 2-25 compares the estimated energy cost of the equalized interconnect with the
result of SPICE and 2D ﬁeld solver simulation. Figure 2-26 compares the estimated eye
sizes by the proposed tool and the simulated eye sizes by SPICE and a 2D ﬁeld solver. Both
Figure 2-25 and 2-26 verify the accuracy of the tool.

32nm Case Study
Using the tool explained in Subsection 2.5.1, this subsection presents the case study of the
trade-oﬀs of both repeated and equalized interconnects for various NoC scenarios in a 32
nm technology node. By exploring the interconnect design space, we obtain the optimized
interconnect metrics necessary for higher-level NoC architecture study. In the following
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Figure 2-25: Energy cost comparison to SPICE and 2D ﬁeld solver simulation.
sections, we ﬁrst describe the cross-hierarchical NoC design ﬂow, followed by diﬀerent motivating NoC interconnection scenarios and models for design space exploration of equalized
and repeated interconnects. The results indicate signiﬁcant latency (at least 2x) and energyeﬃciency (up to 10x) savings when equalized interconnects are used in place of repeated
interconnects for 5-15 mm express-lanes in global routing layers. At lower metal layers the
energy-eﬃciency beneﬁts diminish with a break-point occurring at M5-6 semi-global layers,
while the latency beneﬁts remain.
Figure 2-27 shows the trade-oﬀ contours of repeated interconnects compared to the
equalized interconnect trade-oﬀ curve with energy cost label using the tool explained in
this chapter. Each contour of the repeater trade-oﬀ surface represents the equi-energy level.
The energy-contours indicate the sensitivity of the trade-oﬀ between data rate density and
latency for a given energy budget. In an M9 metal layer, the plots show that repeated
interconnects cost 3-10x more energy than equalized interconnects for the same range of
data rate densities while having at least 2x higher latency.
In an M6 metal layer, the equalized interconnect energy-eﬃciency gain is smaller than
in a M9 metal layer due to poorer wire resistance and higher capacitance per unit length.
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Figure 2-26: Eye size comparison to SPICE and 2D ﬁeld solver simulation.

Still, the latency beneﬁt of the equalized interconnect is about 2x better than the repeated
in both M6 and M9 layers. The high attenuation in a M6 layer does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect
phase delay of equalized interconnect but requires many repeater stages resulting in poor
delay.

2.5.3

Connection to Network Simulation

Figure 2-28 shows the connection of the link simulation tool and the NoC simulation tool.
At the bottom layer, the link CAD tool explained in Chapter 2 provides the link trade-oﬀ
curve within given design space and the link design parameter associated with the tradeoﬀ curve. The trade-oﬀ curve can be taken and combined with an NoC CAD tool. The
NoC CAD tool can analyze NoC metrics for various NoC topologies and access patterns.
By using the generated NoC trade-oﬀ curve, the NoC design can be selected for a design
purpose, and the link parameter associated with the NoC simulation run can be used for
the link designer.
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Figure 2-28: Connection of the link simulation and NoC simulation ﬂow.

Network topologies
For our case study, we consider a 64-tile system designed using 32 nm technology, operating
at 5 GHz and having an area of 400 mm2 . The proposed analysis is independent of the exact
nature of the tile. Each tile could be heterogeneous consisting of one or more logic cores
and a part of the on-chip cache, or the tiles could be homogeneous having either only logic
cores or only memory blocks. Irrespective of the individual tile architecture, these multi-tile
systems will require an on-chip network that uses message passing, request-response or some
other protocol for communication between the various tiles. We adopt a message passing
protocol for our analysis. For our analysis, we consider systems with ideal throughput per
tile (TT) of 64 b/cyc and 128 b/cyc under uniform random traﬃc pattern. Figure 1-1 shows
the 4 diﬀerent network topologies mesh, concentrated mesh (Cmesh), modiﬁed ﬂattened
butterﬂy (ﬂatFly) and Clos, that we will be analyzing in this Section.
Figure 1-1(a) shows a 2D 8x8 mesh network. This network uses a distributed ﬂow control
and is commonly used in today’s multicore designs [3, 4] for its ease of implementation.
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However, the mesh network has a high average hop count resulting in high latency. For
every hop, energy is consumed in the routers and wires. As the core count increases, this
energy could become signiﬁcant, specially for global traﬃc patterns. In addition, it is
diﬃcult to map both local and global traﬃc patterns to a mesh network such that they
have uniform latency and throughput. Therefore, this non-uniform latency and thruoghput
reduce the programmer’s productivity.
The hop latency could be reduced by moving to higher dimensional networks. This
would improve the network performance, but these high-dimensional networks need highradix routers and long channels, when mapped to a 2D layout. These high-radix routers and
long channels consume higher energy and area. Another way to lower hop count without
too much overhead is by using concentration [7]. Figure 1-1 (b) shows an example of a
mesh with a concentration of 4. Here, a lower router and a lower channel count balance
with the higher router radices and wire lengths, in turn providing lower latency than mesh
at comparable area and energy. However, like in the mesh network case, it is diﬃcult to
uniformly map the various applications to a Cmesh network.
To provide low latency and high throughput, lowdiameter networks like ﬂatFly [8, 9]
(Figure 1-1 (c)) and Clos [10] (Figure 1-1 (d)) could be used. However, both these networks
require high-radix routers and long point-to-point channels, which can increase the energy
and area cost. The ﬂatFly in Figure 1-1 (c) is a variation of a 8-ary 2-ﬂy butterﬂy and
has 8 tiles connected to each high-radix requires a maximum of two hops (intra-cluster
and inter-cluster) for communication. Figure 2-29 (a) shows a possible layout of a ﬂatFly
network. The ﬂatFly network, however, provides limited path diversity resulting in network
congestion. In addition, like the mesh and Cmesh, a uniform mapping of various applications
is diﬃcult.
The Clos network provides an improvement over the ﬂatFly by providing larger path
diversity, while maintaining a hop count of 2. Figure 1-1 (d) shows a 8-ary 3-stage Clos
network, where there 8 possible path between each pair of tiles. This path diversity can
be used to minimize congestion in the network. Figure 2-29 (b) and (c) show two possible
mappings of the Clos network to a 2D layout [41]. In the layout in Figure 2-29 (b) the three
routers in a single column in Figure 1-1 (c) are clustered together. On the other hand,
for the layout in Figure 2-29 (c) the intermediate set of routers are placed at the center
of the chip. The ﬁrst layout requires wires of 2 diﬀerent lengths, while the second layout
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Figure 2-29: Physical layouts of ﬂatFly and Clos networks. Only a subset of channels is
shown in each layout.

requires wires of 5 diﬀerent lengths. From a power perspective, the layout in Figure 2-29
(c) is better (20% lower power), and therefore we use that layout for our analysis. In the
Clos network, the data always has to travel through the intermediate set of routers, which
results in uniform latency and throughput across various traﬃc patterns.
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Evaluation
We compare the performance and power of mesh, Cmesh, ﬂatFly and Clos networks using
repeater-inserted interconnects and equalized interconnects. A 64-tile system is modeled
and simulated using a cycle-accurate microarchitectural simulator. For our analysis, we
considered synthetic traﬃc patterns based on partitioned application model [41]. The entire
set of tiles is divided into partitions and tiles communicate only with the other tiles in the
same partition. Depending on the mapping of these logical partitions to the actual physical
layout, the tiles in a partition could be co-located or distributed across the die. A uniform
random (UR) traﬃc pattern corresponds to a single partition case. A P8C traﬃc pattern
divides the tiles into 8 groups with the tiles within a partition being co-located. The P8D
partition traﬃc pattern too consists of 8 partitions and the cores are striped across the
chip. In case of the P2D traﬃc pattern, the tiles are located in the diagonally opposite
quadrants of the chip. We use the Booksim [42] simulator to simulate these topologies. The
simulator models router pipeline latencies, router contention, credit-based ﬂow control and
serialization overheads. Warmpup, measure and drain phases of several thousand cycles are
used to accurately determine the average latency at a given injection rate.
Throughput per tile (b/cyc)
64
128

Mesh
128
256

Channel width (b)
CMesh FlatFly Clos
128x2
128x2
64
256x2
256x2
256

Table 2.7: Channel widths for various system types and topologies. For CMesh and FlatFly
we use two parallel networks.
The channel widths in Table 2.7 for the various networks calculated using the bisection
bandwidth criteria are chosen such that the peak network throughputs for all topologies
under uniform random traﬃc were the same. For Cmesh and ﬂatFly, instead of using
a single network, we used two parallel networks with half the calculated channel widths.
This is required as in some cases the calculated channel widths were evaluated to be larger
than the message size. These two networks are therefore referred to as the CmeshX2 and
ﬂatFlyX2. The mesh, CmeshX2 and ﬂatFlyX2 use dimension-ordered routing, while Clos
uses randomized oblivious routing where the intermediate router is randomly chosen. All
four topologies have credit-based backpressure [42]. For conﬁgurations with no virtual
channels (VCs), each ﬂit experiences a 2-cycle latency within the router’s ﬁrst cycle for
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arbitration and the second cycle for router crossbar traversal. The route computation is
done only for the head ﬂit. For the conﬁgurations with VCs, the head ﬂit has a latency of
four cycles, one each for route computation, virtual-channel allocation, switch allocation,
and switch traversal, while the remaining body ﬂits have a latency of two cycles, the ﬁrst
for switch allocation, and the second for switch traversal. The latency of the channel is
dependent on the topology and its physical layout. A message passing interface is adopted
and each message size is assumed to be 512 bits. We assume that the input buﬀer for each
port of the router can store 4 messages. The following events - channel utilization and
switch traversal - are counted while simulating each traﬃc pattern on each topology. These
event counts are then used for calculating power dissipation. While calculating power, we
considered both M6 and M9. Both M6 and M9 showed similar trends in power savings
through equalization and VCs. Here, we present the results for M9. We consider two types
of conﬁgurations of networks with no VCs and networks with 4 VCs.

Networks without virtual channels
Figure 2-30 shows the latency versus oﬀered bandwidth plot for the four NoCs, running
diﬀerent traﬃc patterns. The tested NoCs are 64-tile Mesh, CMesh, FlatFly, and Clos.
Here we consider the two types of system listed in Table 2.7. For the mesh network (Figure
2-30 (a)), out of the four traﬃc patterns, the UR and P8D traﬃc patterns have comparable
saturation throughput as the source and destination pairs are distributed across the chip.
In the case of the P2D traﬃc pattern, all communication paths are between diagonally
opposite quadrants of the chip, which increases contention among the network resources,
thus reducing the saturation throughput. On the other hand, for the P8C traﬃc patterns
all the paths are local, resulting in lower contention and higher saturation throughput. As
we double the channel width (TT = 64 b/cyc TT = 128b/cyc), there is a 50% increase
in the saturation throughput. On an average, the cmeshX2 (Figure 2-30 (b)) network
exhibits higher saturation throughput than the mesh network due to path diversity and it
also has lower latency due to lower hop count. The ﬂatFlyX2 (Figure 2-30 (c)) exhibits
behavior similar to the mesh and CmeshX2 networks across various traﬃc patterns. The
saturation throughputs for P2D, UR and P8D are comparable to the CmeshX2, but the
saturation throughput for the P8C traﬃc pattern is much higher as none of the router-torouter channels are required for communication. The ﬂatFly network, however, does provide
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TT = 64 b/cyc

TT = 128 b/cyc

Figure 2-30: Latency versus oﬀered bandwidth - no vertual channels. TT=throughput per
tile (for that row).
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lower average latency than mesh and Cmesh. The Clos (Figure 2-30 (d)) network exhibits
a much more uniform latency and throughput across various traﬃc patterns as, irrespective
of the traﬃc pattern, the ﬂits always have to travel through an intermediate router. This
uniform latency and throughput is helpful from a multicore programming perspective.
Figure 2-31 shows a plot of the power dissipation versus the oﬀered bandwidth for the
various topologies and traﬃc patterns. Here repeater-inserted wave-pipelined interconnects
are used for router-to-router communication. The power dissipated in the interconnects is
calculated using energy per bit numbers provided by the interconnect CAD tool described
in this section, while the power dissipated in the routers is calculated using router models
in [43]. The CmeshX2 has 4x less the number of routers and channels. Hence, even if
the channels are wider (2x) and router radix is higher (1.6x), CmeshX2 consumes lower
power at comparable throughput. For a given topology, going from TT = 64 b/cyc to TT
= 128 b/cyc systems increase the power dissipation. At saturation, the ﬂatFlyX2 network
consumes power comparable to the mesh and CmeshX2 at their respective saturations for
the UR, P2D and P8D traﬃc patterns. In the case of the P8C traﬃc pattern, the power
dissipation is lower in ﬂatFlyX2, as none of the global channels are used and power is
dissipated only in the routers. In the case of the Clos network, the power consumed for
various traﬃc patterns is almost the same and is comparable to that of the UR/P8D in the
mesh network.
Interconnect equalization is beneﬁcial in the ﬂatFlyX2 and Clos networks where we have
long global channels. Figure 2-32 shows the power versus bandwidth plots for ﬂatFlyX2
and Clos networks. At low oﬀered bandwidth, the power consumption is dominated by the
ﬁxed energy components (clock, leakage, etc) in the interconnects. As described earlier,
the power consumed in repeater-inserted and equalized interconnects is comparable at low
oﬀered bandwidths. Since the power consumed in the routers would be the same, the
power consumed in the repeater-inserted design is comparable to that in the equalizedinterconnect design at low oﬀered bandwidth. As oﬀered bandwidth increases, the datadependent component starts to dominate and we observe an average of 2x the lower power in
the equalized-interconnect design at saturation. Though the data-dependent energy in the
repeater-inserted interconnects is more than 2x the data dependent energy in the equalized
interconnects, we do not see a greater reduction in power dissipation because of the ﬁxed
channel and router energy cost.
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TT = 64 b/cyc

TT = 128 b/cyc

Figure 2-31: Power vs. oﬀered bandwidth. interconnects are designed using repeater insertion, no VCs, TT = Throughput per tile (for that row).
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TT = 64 b/cyc

TT = 128 b/cyc

Figure 2-32: Power versus oﬀered bandwidth. Interconnects are designed using equalization,
No VCs, TT = Throughput per tile (for that row).
Networks with virtual channels
Virtual channels [42] can be used to improve the performance of all four topologies. Figure
2-33 shows the latency versus bandwidth plots for the four topologies with TT = 64 b/cyc
with four VCs. While implementing VCs, the total size of the input buﬀer (in bits) per port
is maintained to be equal to the no VC case. The crossbar for both routers is assumed to
have the same size. For the mesh, CmeshX2 and ﬂatFlyX2 networks, 1.52x improvement
in the saturation throughput is observed by using 4 VCs. On the other hand, for the Clos
network the improvement in the saturation throughput is minimal because of the inherent
path diversity in the topology. An interesting result of using VCs is that a system with TT
= 64 b/cyc with 4 VCs roughly matches the saturation throughput of a system with TT =
128 b/cyc with no VCs. There is minimal change in the latency when VCs are used due to
increase in the router latency and credit-loop latency.
Figure 2-34 shows the power versus oﬀered bandwidth plots for systems with TT = 64
b/cyc and with 4 VCs. At comparable throughput, the system with TT = 64 b/cyc and 4
VCs consumes 25-50% lower power than the corresponding system with TT = 128 b/cyc
and no VCs. This is because the overhead due to VCs is lower than the energy savings due
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TT = 64 b/cyc

Figure 2-33: Latency vs. oﬀered bandwidth- 4 VCs per router, TT = Throughput per tile
(for that row).
to narrower channel widths and smaller crossbar in the router. A similar saving in power
consumption can be observed when equalized interconnects are used (See Figure 2-32 and
Figure 2-35).
Overall, compared to a ﬂatFlyX2(clos) with TT = 128 b/cyc with no VCs and repeaterinserted wave-pipelined interconnects, a system with TT = 64 b/cyc, 4 VCs and equalized
interconnects consumes more than 2-3x(2x) lower power at comparable throughput. In
addition, since the system with TT = 64 b/cyc has 2x narrower channels, a 2x savings in
the network wire area can be obtained. If we compare a mesh or CmeshX2 network designed
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TT = 64 b/cyc

Figure 2-34: Power vs. oﬀered bandwidth. Interconnects are designed using repeater
insertion, 4 VCs per router, TT = Throughput per tile (for that row).
using repeater insertion to a ﬂatFly designed using equalized interconnects and VCs, then
ﬂatFly consumes more than 3x lower power and 2x lower area at comparable throughput.
The Clos network cannot match the saturation throughputs of mesh/CmeshX2 for local
traﬃc patterns, but for global traﬃc patterns, the Clos network can match the throughput,
while consuming more than 3x lower power and 2x lower area. In addition, Clos network
provides uniform latency and throughput across various traﬃc patterns.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, the ﬁrst analytical model for an equalizing link over an RC-dominant
channel is developed and explained. The model is based on the mathematical formulation
that ties together the channel model, the driver model, the equalization algorithms, and
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TT = 64 b/cyc

Figure 2-35: Power vs. oﬀered bandwidth - Interconnects are designed using equalization,
4 VCs per router, TT = Throughput per tile (for that row).
the power consumption model. The channel model is derived from a lossy transmission
line model and solution of the telegrapher’s equation. The transfer function formula with
termination impedance guides the designer toward a proper termination strategy in driver
and receiver design. The driver model including the power consumption and sensitivity is
mathematically explained. According to the model, the proposed CI FFE driver architecture
is twice as power eﬃcient as the conventional driver, and is ten times less sensitive to the
coeﬃcient error. Based on this model, the fast computation algorithm for the equalization
coeﬃcient which improves the computation speed by two hundred times is suggested. An
example CAD tool for an LCM-based equalizing link is explained and demonstrated. Using
this tool, repeater-based interconnects and equalization-based interconnects in 32nm are
compared, and the results show that the equalized interconnects are about 2-10x more
energy-eﬃcient than the repeated interconnects at the link level and 2-3x more eﬃcient at
the NoCs level.
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Chapter 3

Circuit Design
In earlier on-chip link designs, designers used pulse width pre-emphasis to reduce the power
and complexity overhead in equalization circuits [18, 19]. However, the high activity factor and narrow pulse width signiﬁcantly reduced the power eﬃciency. Additionally, the
lack of signal shaping freedom in pulse width modulation limited equalization quality and
achievable data rates. Later, improved power eﬃciency was demonstrated, using capacitive
peaking equalization, but with limited throughput of only 2 Gb/s/ch (1 Gb/s/μm) [21, 22].
In this chapter, based on on-chip link design insight from the previous chapter, we report a pre-distorted charge-injection (CI) FFE transmitter and a trans-impedance-ampliﬁer
receiver, which enable data rate increase and further improve both the energy and area efﬁciency. The CI FFE transmitter eliminates the power wasted in analog subtraction of a
conventional FFE, by using digitally pre-computed signaling currents [23, 24, 32, 33, 35, 44] .
A full 3-tap FFE implementation enables strong equalization on lossy channels and increase
in data rates up to 6 Gb/s/ch (3 Gb/s/μm). The CI FFE also signiﬁcantly relieves the
relative accuracy requirement for each FFE coeﬃcient. In addition, digital pre-distortion
of FFE coeﬃcients allows the use of power-eﬃcient nonlinear drivers. At the receiver, a
trans-impedance ampliﬁer (TIA) provides small termination impedance while suppressing
the static current [25]. The small termination impedance provides wide bandwidth and large
current amplitude, which is mapped to large voltage amplitude after TIA current-voltage
conversion.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 gives an overview of the link
architecture. Section 3.2 explains the mechanisms of charge-injection and pre-distortion in
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this design as well as the micro-architecture and implementation of the transmitter. Section
3.3 describes the advantages of the TIA over purely-resistive termination at receiver, as well
as receiver micro-architecture and circuit implementation. Section 3.4 describes the chip
layout. Section 3.5 shows the measurement result of the test chip and Section 3.6 summarizes
this chapter.

3.1

Link Design Overview
DRx
CLK T CLK T

IT+ VT+
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Figure 3-1: A link overview
Figure 3-1 shows the block diagram of the proposed link. The transmitter and receiver
are connected through a 10 mm long diﬀerential on-chip wire. The receiver is terminated
with a TIA. Two current sources attached at the transmitter provide bias current Ib for the
TIA through the wire. The bias current Ib and the TIA together set proper common mode
voltage levels of nodes VT+ , VT− , VS+ and VS− .
On data transmission, the transmitter computes and injects pre-emphasis current IT+
and IT− into the wire. The pre-emphasis current can be programmed by pre-distorted FFE
+
−
and IR
into voltage
coeﬃcients. The TIA at the receiver converts the arriving current IR

VS+ and VS− , respectively, sampled by the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) module. The
DFE extends the data rate by compensating the higher channel loss and mismatches from
desired exponential impulse-response roll-oﬀ. It has a loop-unrolled architecture [45] with
threshold control knobs to match and eliminate one post cursor ISI tap while determining
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the received data DRx .

3.2

Charge Injection Feed Forward Equalization Transmitter

In this section, the circuit implementation of a CI FFE transmitter in the test chip is
explained. The circuit described in this section is designed based on the simulation in
Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.4.

3.2.1

3-tap CI FFE Implementation

Figure 3-2 describes the overall architecture of the 3-tap CI FFE transmitter. A latchpipelined, double-data-rate (DDR) digital decoding block generates switching signals for
driver segments. The driver consists of weak and strong segments to appropriately pull
up and down non-transient (I0 ) and transient (I1 , I2 ) currents, respectively. As explained
in Chapter 2, this 3-tap CI FFE is equivalent to a typical 3-tap CS FFE by the mapping
in Table 2.1. This 3-tap FFE transmitter provides stronger equalization ability than edge
pre-emphasis in [46]. In [46], a digital logic circuit detects data transition and generates a
narrow peaking pulse at the data edge with a strong driver while the weak driver provides
the non-transient amplitude. This scheme can save the current wasted in analog subtraction
too. However, since the peaking pre-emphasis is much narrower than a bit time, the highfrequency compensation is weak due to large channel attenuation. Therefore, this edgepreemphasis scheme is less eﬀecitve than a 2-tap FFE equalization scheme. In our design,
the tap count is three and each peaking pulse is one bit-time-wide, so it is more eﬀective
than [46].
The weak driver conducts small current I0 to set the desired eye opening at the receiver.
Although only 10% of the relative accuracy is required to bound the eye change by I0 error
within 10%, the absolute accuracy is high because the nominal value of I0 is small (about
60μA). Therefore, we use a current switch for the weak driver as shown in Figure 3-2 (b).
The tail current source is adjusted to 2I0 instead of I0 by current mirror because the weak
segment only pulls down. Therefore, the current switch provides 0 or −2I0 current into the
channel to mimic the operation of ±I0 current. Combined with the bias current Ib , these
two schemes are equivalent.
The design of the strong driver focuses on power-eﬃcient current delivery since the
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amplitude of the transient current is large and the accuracy requirements for I1 and I2
currents are more relaxed as discussed in Chapter 2. The strong segment consists of four
5-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) transistors (P1 , N1 , P2 , and N2 ) for each diﬀerential
terminal as illustrated in Figure 3-2 (c). P1 and N1 generate I1 , and P2 and N2 generate
I2 . The maximum sizes of each DAC transistors are adjusted for the I1 and I2 currents.
The 5-bit accuracy on I1 and I2 theoretically bounds the received eye error to less than
10%, because of the channel attenuation. This 5-bit accuracy is slightly overdesigned for
testing purposes. In the test, explained in the later section, only 4 bits are used. Strong
segment pull-up is necessary to keep a proper common mode voltage level for the driver
because of the pull-down receiver TIA bias current. Without strong driver pull-up, the
common mode voltage becomes too low almost turning the driver oﬀ. Each DAC transistor
is an array of binary weighted transistors with enable signal as shown in Figure 3-2 (d).
To achieve the proper least signiﬁcant bit (LSB), the minimum size transistor of N1 is
stacked. However, due to the relaxed accuracies of I1 and I2 currents and the non-linearity
compensation that will be explained in Section 3.2.2, the accuracy and linearity of DAC
transistors are achieved. With DAC transistor gate nodes driven rail-to-rail, this topology
delivers the maximum transient current for a given parasitic capacitance, achieving good
power eﬃciency. For example, for the same transistor area, the current switch topology like
a weak driver delivers about ﬁve to eight times smaller current than this strong segment
due to smaller gate overdrive voltage required to keep the tail transistor in saturation.
The enabling NAND gate in Figure 11 (e) is skewed for fast response to signal input (P2 ),
improving the pre-driver energy eﬃciency. The enable PMOS is only half the size of the
signal PMOS minimizing the loading on the signal path while being strong enough to keep
the voltage at Vdd when disabled. Similarily, an array of NOR gates enables the array of N1
and N2 transistor DACs. In a similar manner, the NOR gates are also skewed to achieve
high-speed operation for the signal paths. By using skewed sizes, the NAND and NOR gates
achieve performance power eﬃciency slightly worse than inverters with area overhead.
Figure 3-2 (a) shows a simpliﬁed circuit implementation of the decoding block. This
decoding block is an implementation of the current source selection logic of Table 2.1.
Compared to the CS FFE, this decoding block is a design overhead. However, as shown
in Figure 3-2 (a), the logic gates do not take too much area and power providing eﬃcient
implementation of a 3-tap CI FFE. Since the transmitter compensates nonlinear error by
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statically tuning the CI FFE coeﬃcients (i.e. strengths of driver segments) as explained
in Subsection 3.2.2, the high-speed decoder logic does not carry any coeﬃcient information
and can be implemented with very simple logic gates.
However, the inverter-like strong driver is nonlinear due to output impedance change.
The sources of the nonlinearity are 1) data-dependent switching of driver segments with
diﬀerent impedances (from bit-time to bit-time) and 2) impedance ﬂuctuation by output
voltage change in a strong driver segment (within a bit-time). For example, in the simulation
in Figure 2-14, the output impedance is set by the current source of the weak driver while
the transmitter current is I0 , but the output impedance becomes small and a function
of the drain voltage of P2 when the P2 transistor is conducting I2 current. This causes
nonlinear behavior of the transmitter that introduces additional signal degradation and is
hard to model with linear link equalization performance analysis tools, and hence causes
the diﬀerence between small signal simulation in Figure 2-7 and the transient simulation in
Figure 2-14. However, this nonlinearity can be compensated by static pre-distortion of CI
FFE coeﬃcients which will be explained in Subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.2

Nonlinearity and Pre-distortion

In a 3-tap CI FFE, three consecutive bits select the proper current source and the selected
IT+ deterministically changes VT+ . Therefore, each current IT+ value has the unique selection
of current source and the voltage proﬁle. Table 2.1 summarizes how three consecutive bits
determine IT+ value and VT+ voltage change during a bit time, and Figure 2-14 shows an
example of isolated ‘1’ case. The magnitude of nonlinear error is determined by the three
consecutive bits, and a digital compensation must cover all eight cases generated by the
three binary combinations, in order to fully compensate the nonlinearity. By allowing a
small nonlinearity error in ±(I0 + I1 + I2 ) case, we can reduce the cost of the compensation
block to cover only six cases.
Figure 3-3 is a voltage-transition state diagram for nonlinearity compensation constructed from Table 2.1. The state is represented by two consecutive bits D0 D−1 , indicating the transmitter output voltage. Each arrow shows a state transition and current
source selected for a new outgoing bit. The two state bits and a new outgoing bit determine
the proper IT+ value and thus the voltage transition. For example, when the transmitter
is sending consecutive ‘0’s as shown in the beginning of the simulation in Figure 2-14, the
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Figure 3-3: State transition diagram for non-linearity compensation. The voltage is associated with the state ‘D0 D−1 .’ The state transition deﬁnes proper selection of current source
and the non-linearity eﬀect due to voltage change. .
state and VT+ stay at ‘00’ and middle low level (VM L ), respectively, by steadily conducting −I0 current via weak driver. As the transmitter starts sending the isolated ‘1’ bit, the
transmitter turns on P2+ (and N2− for other diﬀerential terminal) DAC transistor to conduct
I2 current, changing the state from ‘00’ to ‘10’ along with VT+ voltage change from VM L to
VHigh . The VT+ voltage change in this transition weakens the P2+ DAC’s current, causing
current error on I2 . In the next cycle in Figure 2-14, the state changes from ‘10’ to ‘01’
by turning on all the transmitter segments - the weak driver, N1+ , and N2+ transistors (P1−
and P2− for the other diﬀerential terminal) to conduct −(I0 + I1 + I2 ). This current also
suﬀers from the nonlinearity error.
According to this diagram, except for two transitions (‘10’ ‘01’ and ‘01’‘10’), each
device has unique voltage proﬁle and thus unique amount of non-linearity error. Therefore,
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we can compensate the nonlinear error by statically tuning the size of each device. For
example, except in two cases, the weak driver only turns on when the output voltage is
VM L or VM H . The diﬀerence between VM L and VM H is very small since they are set by
small I0 current. Since the voltage level is in the middle of the supply level, the current
source of the weak driver operates in saturation and thus the current error is negligible.
When P2+ transistor turns on during the transition from ‘00’ to ‘10’, VT+ voltage changing
from VM L to VHigh decreases I2 by a constant amount. Therefore, static adjustment on
P2+ strength is enough to compensate this non-linear error. During the transition from ‘10’
to ‘01,’ the voltage changes from VHigh to VLow by conducting a current through the weak
driver, N1+ , and N2+ (P1− and P2− for the other diﬀerential terminal). In this transition, N1+
transistor is stronger than in ‘10’ ‘11’ transition because the drain voltage at the end of
the transition is VM H , which is higher than VLow in ‘10’ ‘01’ transition. N2+ transistor,
on the other hand, is weaker during this transition than in ‘11’ ‘01’ transition because
the start-transition voltage VM H is lower than VHigh in ‘10’ ‘01’ transition. In this case,
the errors on I1 and I2 have opposite polarities, mostly cancelling each other. Note that I0
current is too small to add signiﬁcant error in this case.

Partitioning of drive segments in CI FFE allows compact and hardware-eﬃcient static
pre-distortion, which is not possible in other anlaog FFEs (CML, CS, and VD). In CS
FFE, three current sources work together to generate all 8 current values as listed in Table
2.1. As a result, each current source is turned on all the time and experiences all cases
of voltage changes. Since the nonlinear error is associated with voltage change due to the
voltage-dependent impedance change, each current source has more than two distinct values
of nonlinear error, preventing static compensation. For example, the pull-down w2 current
source in Table 2.1 is connected to ‘+’ node when D0 D−1 D−2 is ‘110’, ‘100’, ‘010’, or ‘000’.
These four patterns cause four distinct VT+ voltage transitions, respectively: VHigh VM H ,
VM L VHigh , VHigh VLow , and VM L VM L . Therefore, four diﬀerent coeﬃcients are necessary for w2 since the non-linear error can have four distinct values for each case. The
hardware implementation is much more diﬃcult since the pre-distortion requires memory
to store four diﬀerent values of each coeﬃcient, and a decoding block must select and assign
the right coeﬃcient value within a bit time.
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3.3

Trans-impedance Amplfier Receiver

Further optimizing the signal transfer across the channel, the receiver is terminated with
a TIA to leverage the beneﬁts of both the voltage mode (VM) and current mode (CM)
receivers. The transfer function and the static power consumption of the overall system
signiﬁcantly depend on the receiver input impedance as discussed in Subsection 2.2.4. In
this section, we explain the receiver circuit implementation.
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Figure 3-4: Receiver circuit.
Figure 3-4 describes the receiver circuits. The front-end TIA ampliﬁes input current
and converts it into voltage. TIA’s output voltage is connected to a latch-based DDR
loop-unrolling DFE [45, 47, 48] that decides the value of the received bit.

3.3.1

Trans-impedance Amplifier

The TIA is implemented as a simple common gate ampliﬁer as shown in Figure 3-4 since
this TIA topology is simple and reliable enough to be implemented with small area cost.
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The DC bias current is provided from the transmitter through the wire as shown in Figure
3-1. This bias current determines the TIA’s common mode voltage level as well as the
small signal input impedance. The bias current is determined considering the wire’s DC
resistance, supply voltage level, the desired TIA’s small signal input impedance, the voltage
drop of the TIA’s gain resistor, and the strong segment’s desired common movde voltage
level. The resistor is a silicide-blocked poly resistor which is widely used in modern technology. With a silicide blocked resistor, the area and parasitic capacitance are aﬀordable to
implement the TIA. The sizing is based on the trade-oﬀ analysis in Subsection 2.2.4. The
transistor size is optimized for the best signal amplitude at Nyquist frequency for a given
bias current. Larger transistors can reduce the small signal input impedance and thus larger
signal amplitude as discussed in Subsection 2.2.4. However, large transitors also increase
parasitic capacitance which reduces the signal amplitude. Therefore, the sizing is based on
the AC simulation at Nyquist frequency to maximize the received signal amplitude. According to these simulations, the TIA provides 3x larger signal amplitude at 2GHz with
only 50% static power consumption for the same bandwidth as shown in Subsection 2.2.4.

3.3.2

Loop-unrolled Decision Feedback Amplifier

The TIA output voltage is connected to a DDR-style [49,50] loop-unrolled decision feedback
equalizer (DFE). Figure 3-4 also shows the DFE architecture. In a DDR architecture, the
DFE function is time-interleaved on every even/odd phase of the clock to reduce clock
frequency and latency requirement, and eventually to improve energy eﬃciency. In this
design, the maximum clock frequency is 3GHz, and thus the DDR architecture is necessary.
Depending on the techonology and the desired operation frequency, single data rate (SDR)
scheme could be more power-area eﬃcient. In this implementation latches are selected over
ﬂip-ﬂops to save power and area. Since master-slave type ﬂip-ﬂops require twice area of the
latche, latches are more power eﬃcient in a typical high-speed digital design. In a loopunrolled architecture, two even slicers generate two decision bits by adding or subtracting
input-referred post cursor in speculation about the previous bit value: ‘1’ or ‘0.’ The
following multiplexer (MUX) selects the right decision bit when the previous bit becomes
available.
In this design, the selection signals of the MUXs are delayed by one additional diﬀerentialinput latch stage to further relax latency requirement. Due to the nature of the regeneration
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process of a sense-ampliﬁer, the output amplitude depends on the input amplitude and the
regeneration time. If the input amplitude becomes small due to noise, the output signal
may not be fully regenerated within a bit time failing the MUX feedback in a normal loopunrolled DFE. In this design, the additional latch helps fully regenerate the output of sense
ampliﬁer within a bit time. For this purpose, the latch is designed with diﬀerential input
for good sensitivity. This additional regeneration ensures that the following MUX always
takes rail-to-rail selection signal during operation. Therefore, this circuit topology works
similar to the double regeneration slicers [51].

3.3.3

Slicers

Figure 3-4 also shows the slicer circuit. Modiﬁed StrongArm sense ampliﬁers [52] with
additional oﬀset compensation ports are used to add or subtract a post cursor to the TIA
output, by setting the oﬀset/threshold current. The threshold polarity is selected by two
NMOS switches P and N. A tail current source attached to the output node of the sense
ampliﬁer controls the threshold voltage. When CLK is ‘0,’ the nodes OUTP and OUTN
are both pulled up by PMOSs while the diﬀerential NMOS pair are not working since the
tail transistor is turned oﬀ. At this monent, the two pull-up transistors work as a linear
resistors in triode-region. By conducting small thereshold pull-down current Ith through the
tail threshold transistor, we can add small voltage diﬀerence between OUTP and OUTN
which causes diﬀerential initial voltage condition at the start of the regeneration process
when CLK becomes ‘1.’ During regeneration period (i.e. CLK=‘1’), the tail current of
the diﬀerential NMOS pair turnes on, starting regeneration. The initial voltage diﬀerence
between OUTP and OUTN as well as continuous conducting threshold current Ith form a
threshold for the input voltage INP and INN.
Although, this threshold adjustment works ﬁne in this design in general, this threshold
adjustment scheme is sensitive to the supply noise. Since the threshold current path is
attached to only one output node, the supply noise only aﬀect one output node degrading
supply noise rejection. Since the signal amplitude is about 100 mV due to the channel
attenuation, large supply noise can signiﬁcantly degrade the performance. Potentially, oﬀset adjustment circuit with higher supply noise rejection ratio can improve the receiver
performance in a larger digital design like a CPU [53].
The SR latch attached to the sense ampliﬁer keeps the previous bit while the sense
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ampliﬁer pre-charges nodes OUTP and OUTN when CLK is ‘0.’ During this pre-charge
period, both OUTP and OUTN charge up Vdd disconnecting the cross-coupled inverter pair.
The cross-coupled inverters in the same latch hold the previous bits during this time. In
regeneration period, one of the OUTP or OUTN becomes low voltage (although possibly
not fully zero), ﬂipping the voltages of the inverter pair. The cross-coupling connection
path of the inverters is disconnected during this period to easily ﬂip the data nodes.

3.4

Chip Fabrication

To explore the impact of equalization on eﬃciency of on-chip interconnects and test the
pre-distorted CI FFE and TIA receiver concepts, a proof-of-concept chip in 90 nm bulk
CMOS process has been fabricated and tested. The technology is an ASIC oriented process
and the M8 metal layer is chosen for the 10-mm link design to emulate semi-global and
global processor interconnects. On-chip test support blocks are built to enable direct, insitu characterization of the link performance. Figure 3-5 shows the die photograph overlaid
with a design layout to outline the regions of the transceiver and test-support blocks. A
10-mm wire channel is designed as a serpentine in a M8 layer covering most of the die
area. The diﬀerential wire pair is selected among a bundle of eight wires to add the sidewall capacitance eﬀect. The bottom layer M7 is ﬁlled with supply grid to emulate the
dense wire environment. The top layer M9 is also ﬁlled with dummy metal to satisfy the
metal density rules. However, the top layer was the smallest capacitance since distances to
M7 and neighbor wires are much smaller than the distances to a M9 dummy layer. The
areas of the core transmitter and the receiver are about 16 μm x 70 μm and 16 μm x 40
μm, respectively. The test results show that the on-chip link successfully operates up to 6
Gb/s/ch (3 Gb/s/μm) with energy cost of up to 0.635 pJ/b.

3.5
3.5.1

Experimental Data
Test Setup

This chip presents the ﬁrst in-situ characterization setup for on-chip equalized links. A
block diagram of the on-chip test-support circuits is illustrated in Figure 3-6. During
test, two pattern generators at the transmitter side feed the transmitter with a desired
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Figure 3-5: Die photo.

test bit sequence. Each pattern generator can be conﬁgured either as a 31-bit pseudo
random bit sequence (PRBS) generator or a 32-bit pattern rotator through the scan chain.
Two 36-bit snapshot units are attached to the pattern generators to record the part of
the generated bit sequence. The snapshot units have two modes: track and hold. In a
track mode, the snapshot unit works as a shift register at data rates to track the output
sequence of the pattern generator. In a hold mode, the snapshot stops tracking and holds
the sequence recorded so that the scan chain can read out the sequence at slow speed.
By reading out the two snapshot units attached to the pattern generator, we can verify
whether the pattern generators work ﬁne or not and examine the delay in the link. The
transmitter sends the generated pattern through the 10-mm diﬀerential wire under test. The
received bit is determined by a DFE unit after the current-voltage conversion at the frontend TIA. The DFE unit can be conﬁgured as either a self-DFE or an error-propagation95
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Figure 3-6: On-chip test support block diagram.

free monitoring circuit. In the self-DFE mode, the DFE unit works as a normal DFE
circuit generating the decision bits from the slicer outputs. In the error-propagation-free
monitoring mode, the decision feedback is fed by the two pattern generators instead of
the DFE output. This scheme allows to monitor the front-end bit error rate without the
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eﬀect of the error propagation. In normal DFE operation, a decision error may aﬀect
the next bit decision through the decision feedback MUX once a decision error occurs.
Therefore, a wrong decision can propagate through the bit cycle. This eﬀect is called error
propagation. However, error statics without error propagation are often more interesting
than the ones with error propagation. For example, monitoring bit error rate without error
propagation gives us the noise information at the front-end receiver. For this purpose, the
error-propagation-free monitoring circuit always takes the correct sequence from the pattern
generators for decision MUX as shown in Figure 3-6. Since the transmit pattern is known at
the beginning of the test, the decision pattern can be programmed at the receiver’s pattern
generators with proper delay to feed the perfect decision bit sequence. Therefore, in this
scheme, we can monitor bit error statics of the DFE circuit without error propagation.
The output of the DFE unit is monitored by two 36-bit snapshot units. A comparison of
the transmit and received snapshots at diﬀerent transmitter and receiver clock phases and
receiver threshold voltages generates the in-situ statistical eye diagram and channel pulse
response as seen by the receiver.

To reduce cost of high-speed I/Os, all conﬁgurations are done through slow I/Os except
the reference high-speed clocks. The control and data read/wright of the scan chains are
done through the slow I/Os. Two synchronized reference clocks with adjustable phase are
provided from an external signal generator. The analog bias currents are adjusted through
slow I/Os too.

The scan chain programs the strong driver strength, mode selection, as well as the
seed of the pattern generator at the transmitter side. At the receiver, the scan chain also
conﬁgures the threshold polarities of the slicers. Analog conﬁgurations are all done through
DC reference current inputs. The weak driver and bias currents of the transmitter, slicer
thresholds at the receiver, are conﬁgured by external analog DC current reference, to allow
testing ﬂexibility and experiment with accuracy and dynamic range requirements. The
test chip required this high-level of ﬂexibility since it is designed to explore the powerperformance trade-oﬀ for large range of channel losses and data-rates (2 Gb/s - 6 Gb/s).
For practical application with narrower data-rate range, this conﬁguration overhead could
be signiﬁcantly reduced.
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3.5.2

Channel Measurement

Figure 3-7 shows the on-chip measured 64 symbol-time-period square pulse response and
transfer function in current-driving and current-receiving mode (Tii (f )) as described in
Equation 2.24. During the measurement, only the weak segment drives the channel with a
step digital pattern at 4 Gb/s: 32 consecutive ‘1’s followed by 32 consecutive ‘0’s. The pulse
width is chosen to be large enough to mimic the step response. Only the weak segment is
used as a driver during channel measurement since the strong segment has poor accuracy.
As discussed in Subsection 2.3.4, the strong segment does not require high absolute accuracy
for equalization.
For good channel measurement, the weak segment strength can be directly calibrated
by measuring the TIA current at DC since the separate supply is used for the supply
of the transceiver core for measurement. The received current is measured by sweeping
the threshold current of the slicers and observing received digital bit patterns repetitively
at the same timing position. Since the transmitter, the receiver, the pattern generator,
and the snapshots are synchronized, the same phase position can be repetitively measured
over many test runs. For example, with 2GHz clock and a DDR style architecture, the
received sampling rate is 4Gsample/s. By adjusting the transmitter and receiver clock phase
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diﬀerence, the sampling rate can be increased. The probabilities of ‘1’ and ‘0’ are recorded
to determine the current level at each time point. The received current is determined by
ﬁnding the threshold where the probability of bit ‘1’ becomes 0.5 over many test runs. The
received current is four times over-sampled by adjusting receiver’s clock phase relative to
transmitter’s clock in this measurement. The transfer function is generated by dividing the
spectrum of the step response by the transmitted spectrum.

The long tail of the step response in Figure 3-7 (a) reveals signiﬁcant ISI in unequalized
channel. The measured 50% delay and 90% settling times are about 1.4 ns and 5.5 ns,
respectively, or 8.6 and 33 bit times at 6 Gb/s/ch. In Figure 3-7 (b), the measured and
simulated transfer functions are shown for comparison. The noise dominates the measured
signal at high frequency due to large signal attenuation. The noise ﬂoor is about 20 dB lower
than the weak-segment current magnitude I0 used in this test indicating the feasibility of
low bit error rates for binary transmission equalized to I0 values at the receiver. This noise
is overestimated in the measurement process because of: 1) the ﬁnite number of bit counts
and 2) the spectrum shape of the square pulse. Since the signal level is achieved by ﬁnding
the point where the probability of bit ‘1’ becomes 0.5, which is similar to dithering in Δ-Σ
modulations. Due to the limited number of averages, the decision noise becomes shaped
into the high frequency region similar to the a noise-shaping eﬀect in Δ-Σ modulations.
Furthermore, since the transfer function is driven from the transient response to the square
pulse in Figure 3-7 (a), the high-frequency noise is ampliﬁed. Because the spectrum of the
source sinc function (Fourier transform of the square pulse) has small amplitude at high
frequencies, the high frequency noise is ampliﬁed in dividing the received spectrum by the
transmitted sinc function. Therefore, both eﬀects amplify the high-frequency noise. The
channel transfer function measurement and simulation show reasonably good match within
the measured frequency range. The diﬀerence comes from the modeling error such as ground
plane approximation for top and bottom metal layers in Figure 2-3. The measured channel
loss at 690 MHz is about 24.6 dB, implying much higher loss at 3 GHz (Nyquist frequency
for 6 Gb/s/ch operation), which is 46 dB in simulation. This channel loss is signiﬁcantly
larger than the one in the previous equalized links [29,32] implying the superior equalization
performance due to good sensitivity and robustness to the coeﬃcient errors.
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Figure 3-8: Measured eye diagram at 6Gb/s with 1.2V supply voltage and DFE enabled.

3.5.3

Eye Measurement

Figure 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 present measured eye diagrams for various settings. To obtain
power-performance trade-oﬀ for the same eye quality, the FFE coeﬃcients are adjusted to
achieve close to 100 mV vertical receiver eye. The eye diagram in Figure 3-8 is measured
at 6 Gb/s with 1.2 V supply voltage. During the measurement, the DFE was fully functional. The eye was closed without DFE. The measured eye height is 87 mV after the TIA
conversion and the eye width is 60% of the bit time. Considering the large channel loss (>
40dB), 60% eye width veriﬁes the quality of the equalization.
Due to the scan-interface speed limitations, the probability of each of the voltage-time
points on the eye diagram was collected from 104 transmissions. The good quality of
horizontal eye opening (60% bit-time (UI)) in comparison with a typical bathtub curve in
other literature [44] supports that the link would work at much lower bit error rate. In a
similar measurement in [25], 50% UI horizontal eye at BER < 10−4 was veriﬁed error free at
the center of the eye up to 10−6 which was able to be measured within measurable testing
time. The eye in Figure 3-9 is measured at 4 Gb/s with 1.1 V supply, with disabled DFE
to save power. In a loop-unrolled architecture, the DFE overhead is half of the receiver
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Figure 3-9: Measured eye diagram at 4Gb/s with 1.1V supply voltage and DFE disabled.
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Figure 3-10: Measured eye diagram at 2Gb/s with 1.1V supply voltage and DFE disabled.
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power. Therefore, if the DFE is not necessary, it is better to disable the DFE part. The
measured vertical eye was 109 mV, and the horizontal eye was 80% UI (BER < 10−4 ).
Considering the large channel loss, 80% UI is typically considered hardly achievable. The
eye in Figure 3-10 is measured at 2 Gb/s with 1.1 V supply and disabled DFE. At 2 Gb/s,
we also disabled one CI FFE tap (N1 and P1 transistor DACs) to demonstrate that further
hardware cost reduction is possible at low data rate operation. The vertical eye is 120 mV
and horizontal eye is 60% of the unit interval (UI). This eye size and the vertical eye could
have been larger if N1 and P1 segments are enabled.

3.5.4

Eye Sensitivity Measurement
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Figure 3-11: Vertical eye versus strong driver coeﬃcient change at 6Gb/s with 1.2V supply
voltage and DFE enabled. The nominal values of 5-bit strong driver coeﬃcients are P1 =9,
P2 =10, N1 =10, and N2 =10.
Figure 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13 show vertical eye versus perturbation of strong segment
coeﬃcient measured at 6 Gb/s, 4 Gb/s, and 2 Gb/s with 1.2V, 1.1V, and 1.1V supply,
respectively. To capture the eye sensitivity to coeﬃcient errors, coeﬃcients are perturbed
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Figure 3-12: Vertical eye versus strong driver coeﬃcient change at 4Gb/s with 1.1V supply
voltage and DFE disabled. The nominal values of 5-bit strong driver coeﬃcients are P1 =9,
P2 =5, N1 =9, and N2 =5.

one at a time. To save measurement time, the eye-measurement statistics were taken down
to 10−3 probability, which is enough to capture the errors due to coeﬃcient perturbations.
Figure 3-11 conﬁrms the small sensitivity of the eye to strong segment coeﬃcients. At
6 Gb/s, the vertical eye changes by about 30% at most for 10% coeﬃcient change giving us
the eye sensitivity about 3. According to the Table 2.3, the eye sensitivity is slightly larger
than 2. This small mismatch to the mathematrical drivation is due to the approximation
in the analysis, but the values are roughly correct within our range of interest. Figures
3-12 and 3-13 further illustrate higher sensitivity to I2 (generated from P2 and N2 ) than
I1 (generated from P1 and N1 ), as discussed in Subsection 2.3.4. At 4 Gb/s, the peak
sensitivity is about 16 for 20% coeﬃcient change. At 2 Gb/s, the eye is not very sensitive
to P1 and N1 showing that the channel can be equalized only with 2-taps. Since P2 and N2
is the main tap, eye still shows stronger dependency on P2 and N2 .
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Figure 3-13: Vertical eye versus strong driver coeﬃcient change at 2G/ps with 1.1V supply
voltage and DFE disabled. The nominal values of 5-bit strong driver coeﬀcients are P1 =2,
P2 =2, N1 =2, and N2 =2.

3.5.5

Energy Measurement

Figure 3-14 presents the measured link energy/bit breakdown at diﬀerent data rates, measured at the same conditions as in Figure 3-14. Detailed energy breakdown is obtained by
measuring supply currents at diﬀerent conditions such as Tx/Rx clocks, enabling/disabling
strong driver, data pattern and etc.. The Rx energy is estimated from the current diﬀerence
when the receiver clock is enabled and disabled. Therefore, the local receiver clock energy
is also counted in the Rx energy. Since the DFE overhead hardware is identically the half
of the receiver energy, we can simply compute DFE energy by dividing the receiver energy
by two. Similarly, the transmitter energy is acquired, and the transmitter clock energy is
counted in TxOther. The TxStr is the energy diﬀerence when strong driver is enabled and
disabled. The TIA energy is simply counted from the bias current setup in Figure 3-1. The
only non-distinguishable current is the leakage current via dummy decoupling capacitors.
The leakage current values are 72 μA, 120 μA, and 192 μA at 1 V, 1.1 V, and 1.2 V, re104

spectively in simulation, and are subtracted from the measurements. However, the leakage
is insigniﬁcant since it is less than 10% of the total current. The energy that cannot be
contributed to any of the main blocks is shown as Misc energy. This portion of energy could
be aggregated error during energy break down such as DC current of transmitter, receiver,
leakage simulation error, and etc..
The measurements show that operation at 4 Gb/s with 1 V supply is the most energy
eﬃcient. For a random data transmission, the energy eﬃciency is relatively ﬂat up to 4
Gb/s because DC energy, switching energy, and channel-related energy change diﬀerently
as data rate increases. For example, the TIA draws DC current so its energy consumption
per bit decreases as the data rate increases. The receiver energy-cost stays relatively ﬂat
up to 4 Gb/s following the CV 2 rule and doubles at 6 Gb/s due to activated DFE overhead. Transmitter energy cost, especially the strong driver energy, increases with data rate
increase. Since the channel loss becomes larger at higher data rate, the driver must be sized
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Figure 3-14: Measured energy breakdown at diﬀerent data rates. TxOhter : Tx decoder
and clock energy. TxStr : strong driver energy. Rx : sense ampliﬁer and DFE logic energy.
TIA: TIA bias energy. Misc: energy not included in above list. The decoupling capacitor’s
leakage currents were found by simulation (72 μA, 120 μA, and 192 μA at 1 V, 1.1 V, and
1.2 V, respectively) and subtracted from the measurements.
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up to inject more energy into the channel and compensate the loss. For high performance,
the measurement shows that increase in data rate from 4 Gb/s to 6 Gb/s requires approx
70% more tranceiver energy. For lower and ﬁxed data-rate target, the link might be further
resized for lower energy cost. Note that at 4Gb/s target, the current link can be even more
energy eﬃcient than designed here, since the parasitic junction capacitance of the driver
segements sized up for 6Gb/s resulting signiﬁcant overhead.
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Figure 3-15: Comparison to the most relevant work. * 5mm link.
Figure 3-15 shows the energy cost versus data rate density plot compared to the most
eﬃcient previously reported designs [15,22] and repeated interconnect schemes [23] in 90-nm
CMOS technology. The closest performance and eﬃciency is reported in [22] which uses a
capacitive peaking pre-emphasis transmitter and a DFE-IIR receiving ﬁlter. The capacitive
peaking provides pre-emphasis or equivalently modiﬁes the transfer function of the channel
[22]. However, the simple capacitive peaking could not provide enough equalization ability
and therefore, the performance is limited. Compared to [22], the maximum achievable
data-rate is improved by 3x to 3 Gb/s/μm (6 Gb/s/ch) with up to 2x energy cost. In [15],
multi-band of communication is used. Equalization is used in base-band and two RF carrier
signals provides extended bandwidth. However, the on-chip’s low pass ﬁlter chacteristic
attenuates RF signals too much. Therefore, in [15], wide-pitched wires are used to provide
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large bandwidth. As a result the achieved data rate density is small as shown in Figure 3-15.
The repeated interconnect power data rate density number is estimated from the modiﬁed
formula for enery-performance equation [24] when the latency is designed in similar number
of the equalized interconnect. Compared to the repeaters, Figure 3-15 shows that all three
schemes ( [15, 22] and this thesis work) have better energy eﬃciency. Note that this thesis
work is the only one that provides higher data rate density than [22] and the eye diagram
in situ. The eye quality stays above 60% UI for all data rate scenarios (maximum 80%
UI), which is larger than 44% UI in [22]. Compared to the estimated repeater [23] power
consumption, the repeater has to burn about 4x more energy.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, a pre-distorted charge-injection FFE transmitter and a TIA-terminated receiver are reported for RC-dominant on-chip interconnects. Charge-Injection FFE consumes
3x less power compared to the conventional voltage divider FFE architectures. Static predistortion technique utilizes a power-eﬃcient non-linear driver for equalization to further
improve the power eﬃciency. At the receiver end, a TIA-termination is implemented, simultaneously achieving wide bandwidth, high amplitude, and small static power by decoupling
the input small signal impedance from the output trans-impedance gain. Measurements
indicate operation up to 6 Gb/s data rates at channel losses up to 46 dB with energy cost
around 0.63pJ/b, and 0.37pJ/b at 4Gb/s. The eye is measured in-situ, with eye sensitivity tests illustrating signiﬁcantly relaxed tap accuracy requirements when compared to
traditional analog FFE by leveraging channel attenuation to minimize the errors.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion
In this thesis, the modeling and design methods for the on-chip equalized interconnect over
an RC-dominant wire are explained. The modeling framework and infrastructure proposed
in this thesis guide a designer in circuit-wire codesign. This is the ﬁrst comprehensive onchip equalized link design-space exploration framework that connects the circuit, wire, and
equalization parameters to compute the interconnect metrics (eye quality, power, data rate
density).
Based on the insights from the design-space exploration, this thesis also proposed new
circuit techniques. The new CI FFE driver burns only half power compared to the conventional CS or VD FFE drivers. It also improves eye sensitivity to the coeﬃcient errors
about ten times. A static pre-distortion technique enables the use of the cheap CMOSinverter-style non-linear drivers for the CI FFE, improving the energy-eﬃciency while still
preserving linear operation for existing performance analysis. A TIA at the receiver improves the trade-oﬀ between bandwidth and static power as well as signal amplitude.

4.1

Modeling and Analysis

Chapter 2 suggests the ﬁrst analytical model for an RC-dominant equalized interconnect. The analytical model is based on the lossy transmission line model expressed with
driver/receiver’s termination impedances and RLGC matrices of the wire. The transfer
function provided a more accurate closed form solution compared to the traditional πmodel or RC ladder model. The formula also suggests the proper design strategies and
provides good intuition of the RC-dominant link behavior.
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Drivers are analyzed and characterized in Chapter 2. The analytical results show that
the CI FFE driver is twice more power eﬃcient than CS or VD FFE drivers in an RCdominant interconnect. For an oﬀ-chip matched transmission line applications, the CI FFE
is tree times more power eﬃcient than the VD FFE driver.
Eye sensitivity to coeﬃcient error is also analyzed for diﬀerent driver types. According
to the analysis, a CI FFE driver is about ten times less sensitive to coeﬃcient errors than
a conventional CS FFE. Due to the small eye sensitivity, the CI FFE can utilize a powerand-area eﬃcient CMOS style driver.
To determine optimal equalization coeﬃcients, fast computation algorithm is demonstrated. Test run time was about two hundred times improved compared to the conventional
method. Swing constrained least mean square error solution improves run time about ten
times and gives a very close solution to the worst-case-eye-maximization method. Analysis
for the sampling time in frequency domain improves the run time by twenty times. With
the two improvements, a test run shows that about 400,0000 design space can be computed
within 45 minutes.
An example analysis on 32nm technology nodes reveals that equalized interconnects
provide 2x-10x improved power eﬃciency than repeaters. This CAD tool can be used stand
alone or combined with other design layers such as a NoC layer tool [1]. For example,
in [1], the equalized CAD tool is combined with the NoC simulation tool showing that the
NoC with equalized interconnects improve energy-eﬃciency by 2-3x compared to the NoC
with repeated interconnects and enable the use of NoCs like Clos and ﬂatten butterﬂy that
depend on an eﬃcient design of long-global interconnects.

4.2

Circuit and Measurement

A test chip was fabricated to demonstrate new circuit techniques.
A 3-tap CI FFE transmitter is designed and the performance is measured. The CI FFE
architecture utilizes an inverter-like CMOS-style non-linear driver by a cheap pre-distortion.
The inverter-like non-linear driver shows about ﬁve-ten times higher current driving ability
compared to the conventional linear current source type driver.
The performance and power measurements conﬁrm the power and area eﬃciency of the
CI FFE architecture. The ﬁrst in-situ channel measurement for an on-chip interconnect
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revealed a very large channel loss (about 40dB) at the Nyquist frequency conﬁrming that
the proposed CI FFE can operate on channels with extremely large loss.
The eye measurement shows that the horizontal eye diagram has good quality even
though there is a very high channel loss. This good equalization ability of the CI FFE is in
part proved by the eye sensitivity measurement and the eye sensitivity analysis described
in Chapter 2. The measurement and analytical model match, and verify that the CI FFE
requires ten times relaxed hardware accuracy.
At the receiver, a TIA changes the impact of the termination impedance on bandwidth,
signal amplitude, and static power. A TIA provides the small signal impedance for the
channel sides which improves bandwidth and the current signal amplitude. The large gain
resistance of the TIA suppresses the static current and improves the signal amplitude. As a
result, the TIA can achieve 1.5 times amplitude with only the half static power consumption
for the same bandwidth compared to the pure-resistive termination. This performance
improvement of the design implementation can be predicted from the analytical model
developed in Chapter 2.

4.3

Future Work and Projections

The model and the circuit techniques developed in this thesis are not only applicable
to on-chip interconnects but also to other RC-dominant channels such as narrow PCB
wires, emerging silicon-carrier based packages, and interconnects in large LCD display panels [29, 54, 55]. These interconnects ﬁt in the same model developed in this thesis work
but with diﬀerent scale. Therefore, the circuit techniques and the CAD methods can be
directly leveraged to these applications. Since the demand for the high-speed RC-dominant
interconnects is increasing due to high integration density and low power consumption requirements, the application scope of this thesis work will keep increasing.
The TIA circuit can be extended with variations for diﬀerent applications. Depending on
the trade-oﬀ between static power and dynamic power, the TIA size, type, and the circuit
topologies can have lot of variations and optimization. For example, TIA circuitry with
inductive peaking might improve the channel’s bandwidth as well as the signaling energy.
As expected in Equation 2.24, the non-resistive impedance termination may improve the
channel. However, the justiﬁcation of the usefulness depends on the technology, target data
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rate, channel length and many other trade-oﬀs.
The CAD tool developed in this thesis can be extended with diﬀerent types of drivers
and receivers. The tool was demonstrated an LCM driver model. However, to cover the
range of transceiver topologies, the CAD library must include pulse-width-preemphasis, CI,
CS, and SST drivers too. The only part needed to be replaced is the driver’s RC switch
model (i.e. Thevenin equivalent model) for each driver type.
For the reliability study, the supply noise must be included. The supply noise, especially
in a CPU, is one of the key missing pieces of information to justify the reliability of the
on-chip equalizing link. Since the received signal is weak, the supply noise plays a critical
role. Previous research only covers the limited supply noises since circuits in a test-chip are
much smaller and less noisy than a CPU environment. Therefore, extensive measurement
from the supply noise in the real CPU environment is necessary.
The study on repeated equalized interconnect is another interesting part remains. Since
the beneﬁt of the equalized interconnect strongly depends on the length, there must be
an optimal length of the equalized interconnect. By studying the trade-oﬀ of the link
power/performance of equalized interconnects for various lengths, the eﬃciency can be
improved. Since the optimal length and the target length may be diﬀerent, placing repeater
stages for equalized interconnects is a promising solution for this approach. We have already
utilized this technique for very long (15mm) NoC channels in [1] but more detail needs to
be done at circuit level to further develop this concept.
For the architectural point of view, the multi-drop and bus type equalizing interconnects study might be interesting. In the hyper-cube type topologies, the multi-drop interconnects are known to improve the NoC performance. Equalized interconnects are easily
re-conﬁgured to tap out signal at multiple points which may potentially improve the overall
NoC performance, but each tap point must has diﬀerent coeﬃcients for the attached DFE.

4.4

Summary

In this thesis, the ﬁrst on-chip equalized interconnect model is suggested and explained.
By a CAD example, the usefulness of the model is demonstrated and the algorithm in
CAD computation shows a signiﬁcant improvement in run time. Based on the modeling
and analysis, the CI FFE transmitter and the TIA receiver are the ﬁrst proposed and
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improves the power/performance eﬃciency over the previous transceiver architectures. The
experimental results conﬁrm 4Gb/s/2μm data transmission over 10-mm on-chip wire with
only 0.4pJ/b energy cost. At maximum performance, 6Gb/s/2μm speed is achieved with
only about 0.6pJ/b energy cost.
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